**Concert Prelude**

*Festive Overture No. 6, Dimitri Shostakovich
Second Suite in F No. 10, Gustav Holst*

**Student Fanfare**

*Commencement Fanfare I, Howard Hanson;
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1, Edward Elgar*

**Academic Procession**

*Platform Party and Faculty
Procession of the Nobles No. 5, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov*

**Invocation**

*Rev. Dr. C. Denise Yarbrough, Chaplain, Protestant Chapel Community at the University of Rochester*

**Board of Trustee Welcome**

*R. Handler ’83, Chair, Board of Trustees*

**Presidential Remarks**

*S. Mangelsdorf, President and G. R. Witmer, Jr. University Professor*

**The Singer Family Prize for Excellence in Secondary School Teaching**

*Awarded by Jeffrey Runner, Dean of the College
Awarded to
Judith F. Harper, Westwood High School, Mesa, AZ
Chiru F. Lina, International Computer High School of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Dan M. Mainville, G. Ray Bodley High School, Fulton, NY
Joseph M. Priddy, Tarpon Springs High School, Barrington, RI*

**Teaching Awards**

*Awarded by Sarah Peyre, Interim Provost
The Edward Peck Curtis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching*

*Awarded to
Christopher D. Azzara ’88E (MM), ’92E (PhD), Professor of Music Teaching and Learning
Joel F. Burges, PhD, Associate Professor of English and Visual and Cultural Studies
Roy Jones, PhD, Clinical Professor of Medicine, Cardiology; Clinical Associate Professor of Computer and Information Systems
Stefanie A. Sydelnik ’08 (MA), ’16 (PhD), Associate Professor Instructional Track, Writing, Speaking & Argument Program*

**The G. Graydon Curtis ’58 and Jane W. Curtis Award for Nontenured Faculty Teaching Excellence**

*Awarded to
Tomas S. Weber, PhD, Assistant Professor Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences
Stephen M. Wu, PhD, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Assistant Professor of Physics*

**Lifetime Achievement Award in Graduate Education**

*Awarded to
William Thomson, PhD, Elmer B. Milliman Professor*

**William H. Riker University Award for Excellence in Graduate Teaching**

*Awarded to
Thomas P. Slaughter, PhD, Arthur R. Miller Professor of History*

**The George Eastman Medal**

*Awarded to
Brenda D. Lee, MEd, 2018 Frederick H. Minett Professor, RIT, and Former Assistant Dean for Medical Education and Student Affairs, University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Presented by Mark Taubman, MD, Senior Vice President for Health Sciences, Chief Executive Officer of the University of Rochester Medical Center, and Dean of the School of Medicine and Dentistry*
The Charles Force Hutchison and Marjorie Smith Hutchison Medal

Awarded to
Kenneth R. French ’78S (MBA), ’81S (MS), ’83S (PhD), Roth Family Distinguished Professor of Finance, Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Presented by Sevin Yeltekin, Dean, Simon Business School

Awarded to
Deborah C. German, MD, ’79M (Res), Founding Dean, College of Medicine; Vice President for Health Affairs, University of Central Florida
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Presented by Mark Taubman, MD

Remarks from the Class of 2022
Victoria Liverpool ’22, President, Senior Class Council
Introduced by Donald Hall, Robert L. and Mary L. Sproull Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Science & Engineering
Lorna Washington ’22, EdD, Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Introduced by Melissa Sturge-Apple, Vice Provost and University Dean of Graduate Education

Honorary Degrees
Honorary Doctor of Engineering Awarded to
Robert Shannon ’54, ’57 (MA), Professor Emeritus and Past Director of the Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Presented by Sarah Peyre

Honorary Doctor of Science Awarded to
James Wyant ’67 (MS), ’69 (PhD), Professor Emeritus and Founding Dean of the James C. Wyant College of Optical Sciences at the University of Arizona
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Presented by Sarah Peyre

Commencement Address
Lance Reddick, Actor

Conferring of Degrees
Conferred by President Mangelsdorf
Doctoral Degrees
Presented by Dean Melissa Sturge-Apple
School of Arts & Sciences
Presented by Dean Gloria Culver
Hajim School of Engineering & Applied Sciences
Presented by Dean Wendi Heinzelman
Eastman School of Music
Presented by Dean Jamal Rossi
School of Medicine and Dentistry
Presented by Dean Mark Taubman, MD
School of Nursing
Presented by Dean Kathy Rideout
Simon Business School
Presented by Dean Sevin Yeltekin
Warner School of Education and Human Development
Presented by Interim Dean Douglas Guifrida

The Liberty Bell, John Philip Sousa

Closing Remarks
President Mangelsdorf

The Genesee
Singing led by University of Rochester a cappella group members
After Hours: Tommy Oddo
Trebellious: Hailey Baker, Chanyoung Woo, Julia Bergel, Harrison Waxler
Vocal Point: Isabella Barbagallo, Hannah Bonbrest
YellowJackets: Zachary Mustin, Harrison Caplin

Recessional
Gaudeamus Igitur No. 4, John Christi
Crown Imperial No.9, William Walton

William H. Riker University Award for Excellence in Graduate Teaching
The award recognizes a faculty member who has excelled in graduate instruction, particularly in the University’s doctoral programs.

George Eastman Medal
The Eastman Medal recognizes individuals who, through their outstanding achievement and dedicated service, embody the high ideals for which the University stands.

Charles Force Hutchison and Marjorie Smith Hutchison Medal
The Hutchison Medal is the highest honor given to an alumnus, recognizing outstanding achievements and service to community, state, and nation.

Music
Eastman Wind Ensemble
Mark Davis Scatterday, Conductor

*Award recipients to be recognized at separate ceremony
Honorary Awards

Robert Shannon ’54, ’57 (MA)
Doctor of Engineering

Robert Shannon has been a prolific leader in the optics community. He received a bachelor’s and a master’s degree from the Institute of Optics at the University in the 1950s and began his career at Itek Corporation in Massachusetts, at the time a leading builder of early satellite reconnaissance systems. While there, he was involved in the design of several of the optical systems to be used in space observation systems, and he progressed to director of Itek’s Advanced Technology Labs.

After a decade at Itek, Shannon joined the faculty of the Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona, ultimately serving as director of the center. He added an undergraduate optics program, expanded the center’s physical space, taught optical design, was the advisor to many MS and PhD students, and was responsible for several research and engineering projects. Known for inspiring his students to excel, Shannon was above all a mentor to students, the source of his greatest career pride.

Shannon has served as president of Optica (formerly the Optical Society of America) and of what is now known as SPIE, the international society for optics and photonics. He has been a member of many government advisory committees and was elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering. He has been a member of the Aerospace Corporation Board of Trustees, was a participant in NASA’s Hubble Telescope Mirror Recovery Panel, a member of the Technical Advisory Group at the NRO, and a member of the US Air Force Scientific Advisory Board. The recipient of the SPIE Gold Medal, the society’s highest honor, in recognition of his exceptional contributions to the advancement of optics, he also received an honorary degree from the Centro de Investigaciones en Optica (also known as CIO) in Leon, Mexico.

Shannon is especially proud of his large extended family, which includes six children and several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

James Wyant ’67 (MS), ’69 (PhD)
Doctor of Science

James Wyant is a professor emeritus and the founding dean of the James C. Wyant College of Optical Sciences at the University of Arizona. The college, where he has been a faculty member since 1974, was renamed in his honor in 2019. A pioneer in the field of optics, Wyant has made significant contributions as an academic leader, entrepreneur, and inventor.

A leader in the field of optical metrology, Wyant is a founder of two companies that produce optical measuring equipment: the WYKO Corporation, which he served as president and board chair from 1984 to 1997, and the 4D Technology Corporation, which he served as board chair from 2002 to 2018. He has served on several other boards, including for Veeco Instruments, DMetrix, Optics 1, and ILX Lightwave.

Over the course of his groundbreaking work in optics and photonics, Wyant has received several awards, including the Joseph Fraunhofer Award from Optica (formerly the Optical Society of America); the Gold Medal as well as the Visionary Award from SPIE, the international society for optics and photonics; the State of Arizona’s Innovator of the Year Award; the University of Arizona’s Technology Innovation Award; and the Distinguished Alumnus Award from Rochester’s Hajim School of Engineering & Applied Sciences. Most recently, he received Optica’s 2022 Frederic Ives Medal/Jarus W. Quinn Prize, the organization’s highest award.

Wyant has also made significant contributions to the life of the University over several decades. He taught in the Institute of Optics Summer School from 1981 to 2015; served on the Board of Trustees from 2012 to 2017, after which he became a Life Trustee; and honored his former optics professor by establishing the M. Parker Givens Professorship in Optics. He later established an additional professorship at the Institute of Optics.

Wyant is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and of the National Academy of Inventors, a fellow and former president of Optica, and a fellow and former president of SPIE. He received a bachelor’s degree in physics from Case Western Reserve University before earning master’s and doctoral degrees in optics from Rochester.
Brenda D. Lee, MEd
EASTMAN MEDAL

Brenda Lee is an accomplished administrator and medical educator as well as a national advocate for diversity in health care professions. Widely recognized for her leadership designing and monitoring resources and services for students of color and coordinating affirmative action recruitment and retention, Lee has been at the forefront of tackling barriers to access and inclusion in medical education.

In 1987, Lee joined the University, serving 29 years as assistant dean for medical education and what’s now student affairs at the School of Medicine and Dentistry. Notably, in 1990, she worked with deans from other New York medical schools on federal funding to launch a first-of-its-kind program to prepare promising, historically excluded students for success in medical schools, including at Rochester.

Lee also served as an assistant professor in the University’s Division of Medical Humanities, and she was an associate for both the Susan B. Anthony Institute for Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies and the Frederick Douglass Institute for African and African-American Studies.

Over the years, she has spoken or presented at conferences for regional and national organizations, including the Urban League of Rochester, Cornell University, the Associated Medical Schools of New York, the National Association of Medical Minority Educators, and the Association of American Medical Colleges.

In 2018, she was appointed the Frederick H. Minett Professor at Rochester Institute of Technology, a yearlong academic position that brings distinguished Rochester-area multicultural professionals to campus to share their professional experiences and expertise.

Her many awards include the School of Medicine and Dentistry Faculty Diversity Award, the Black Physicians Network of Greater Rochester Lifetime Achievement Award, and the Howard Coles Society Community Leadership Award from the United Way of Greater Rochester.

Lee earned a bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point and a master’s degree in education from Antioch University.

Kenneth R. French ’78S (MBA), ’81S (MS), ’83S (PhD)
CHARLES FORCE HUTCHISON AND MARJORIE SMITH HUTCHISON MEDAL

Kenneth French is the Roth Family Distinguished Professor of Finance at the Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth College. French is an expert on the behavior of security prices and investment strategies. He is well known for his research on these and other topics in finance.

French is a research associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research, an advisory editor of the Journal of Financial Economics and the Financial Review, a former associate editor of the Journal of Finance and the Review of Financial Studies, and a former president of the American Finance Association. French is also a fellow of the American Finance Association, the Financial Management Association, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences; chair of the Valpo Surf Project’s global board of directors; a member of the board of directors of Grasspool Soccer and of the International Rescue Committee; and a recipient of the International Rescue Committee’s annual Humanitarian Leadership Award.

French is a consultant to Dimensional Fund Advisors and a member of the firm’s board of directors. He is also cochair of Dimensional’s Investment Research Committee and a regular speaker at Dimensional conferences and seminars.

Before joining Dartmouth, French was on the faculty of MIT’s Sloan School of Management, the Yale School of Management, and the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. French received a PhD in finance from the University of Rochester in 1983. He also earned an MS and an MBA from the University of Rochester and a BS from Lehigh University.

Deborah C. German, MD, ’79M (Res)
CHARLES FORCE HUTCHISON AND MARJORIE SMITH HUTCHISON MEDAL

Deborah German is the vice president for health affairs at the University of Central Florida and the founding dean of the UCF College of Medicine.

Under German’s leadership, the College of Medicine achieved full accreditation, provided full scholarships to its entire charter class, built a team of more than 900 faculty and staff, and completed construction of a medical campus and creation of the Academic Health Sciences Center.

Prior to her roles at the University of Central Florida, German spent several years in leadership positions at Vanderbilt University and in the Greater Nashville area. In 1988, she became associate dean of students and, later, senior associate dean of medical education.

After 13 years at Vanderbilt, she was named president and CEO of Saint Thomas Hospital in Nashville, where she led a turnaround that won her national attention. She served on the board of trustees of the Tennessee Medical Association, chaired the Tennessee board of directors for the Arthritis Foundation, and served as national chair of the Association of American Medical Colleges’ Group on Student Affairs.

German began her medical research and administrative career at Duke University as a faculty member at Duke Medical School and as a researcher at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. During her time at Duke, German also directed the Duke Gout Clinics and served as associate dean of medical education while maintaining a private practice in internal medicine and rheumatology.

German has received many accolades, including the AAMC Women in Medicine Leadership Development Award. She was also named a Local Legend of Medicine in the National Library of Medicine and has been regularly recognized by Orlando area business organizations.

German earned a bachelor’s degree in chemistry from Boston University and a doctor of medicine from Harvard Medical School. She completed a residency in internal medicine at the University’s Strong Memorial Hospital as well as a fellowship in rheumatic and genetic diseases at Duke University.
Thomas P. Slaughter, PhD  
**WILLIAM H. RIKER UNIVERSITY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN GRADUATE TEACHING**

Thomas Slaughter is the Arthur R. Miller Professor in the Department of History. He also directs the University’s Seward Family Archive Project in collaboration with the River Campus Libraries.

Over his career at Rochester, Rutgers, and Notre Dame, Slaughter has advised over 20 doctoral students. Those who have earned their doctorates under his guidance are now faculty members, editors, and public historians at universities, in government, and at museums.

With his principal research interests in the American Revolution, slavery and abolition, race relations, humans in nature, political violence, and the history of families, Slaughter has published six books and edited three collected volumes in addition to the edition of Seward family correspondence, among his large body of scholarly work.

As director and editor in chief of the Seward Family Archive Project, Slaughter leads a multidisciplinary, digital humanities initiative to make important historical materials accessible to the public and to other scholars. Working closely with students—both undergraduate and graduate—senior-citizen volunteers, and librarians and curators from Rush Rhees Library, he oversees transcription, annotation, coding, and digitization of the collected papers of the New York family that played influential roles in 19th-century American politics, foreign policy, and society. Housed at Rush Rhees Library, the collected materials are accessible at sewardproject.org.

Slaughter earned a doctoral degree in history from Princeton University. He holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Maryland, College Park. Prior to joining the Rochester faculty, he held a named professorship at the University of Notre Dame. Among his many honors, he is a fellow of both the American Antiquarian Society and the Society of American Historians. His research and his work on the Seward Project have earned the support of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Fred L. Emerson Foundation, the Robert D. L. Gardiner Foundation, the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the American Philosophical Society.

William Thomson, PhD  
**LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD IN GRADUATE EDUCATION**

William Thomson is the Elmer B. Milliman Professor in the Department of Economics.

Since joining Rochester’s faculty in 1981, he has earned recognition as an economic theorist, a talented communicator of economic ideas and policies, and a prominent advisor to students who have been appointed as faculty members at some of the most highly regarded universities and colleges around the world. During his 40-year tenure, he has supervised the doctoral theses of more than 50 students and served as a committee member for nearly two dozen more.

As an economist, Thomson has been influential in advancing the field’s understanding of resource allocation, the challenge of how to distribute scarce goods that are in high demand among multiple competing interests. With expertise in game theory, mechanism design, and the history of economics, he has helped develop models that explore ways to address issues involving allocation and equity as well as the economic choices that underlie modern society.

A fellow of the Econometric Society, Thomson has held leadership roles in several of the field’s most prominent academic societies and editorial boards. Widely recognized for his teaching and mentorship of graduate students, he received the University’s Award for Excellence in Graduate Teaching in 2001.

He is the author of Guide for the Young Economist (MIT Press, 2001), which distills many of the lessons and advice that he has honed from teaching future members of the economics profession. A 2011 edition of the book includes a new chapter titled “Being a Graduate Student in Economics.” Often cited as an important resource by his students, the book has been translated into four languages. His latest book is How to Divide When There Isn’t Enough: From Aristotle, the Talmud, and Maimonides to the Axiomatics of Resource Allocation (Cambridge University Press, 2019).

Thomson earned a doctoral degree in economics from Stanford University, following master’s degrees in engineering from École Polytechnique in Paris. He was a member of the economics faculty at the University of Minnesota and Harvard University before joining Rochester’s faculty in 1983. He was named a full professor at Rochester in 1985.

Christopher D. Azzara ’88E (MM), ’92E (PhD)  
**EDWARD PECK CURTIS AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING**

Christopher Azzara is professor of music teaching and learning and an affiliate faculty of jazz studies and contemporary media at the Eastman School of Music.

A pianist, arranger, author, and educator, he has taught and performed on four continents and made vital contributions to advancing the understanding of creativity and improvisation in the music learning process.

Azzara’s specializations include improvisation, instrumental music education, music reading comprehension, jazz studies, and composition and arranging.

All first-year Eastman students who are music education majors must take the course Introduction to Music Teaching and Learning, which Azzara has taught for 20 years. He also teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in instrumental music methods and improvisation, supervises student teachers who are placed in the Rochester and Buffalo areas, mentors graduate teaching assistants, and advises research.

The author of numerous articles, arrangements, and books, he performs as a soloist and as part of ensembles, including the Chris Azzara Quartet. In Rochester, he performs with freelance musicians, other members of the Eastman faculty, and members of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra. An active teacher and clinician, he has taught and performed extensively throughout the United States and in Canada, the Caribbean, and Europe. He has presented clinics and workshops in a variety of settings, including TEDxRochester, the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Carnegie Hall, and leading music schools in the United States and abroad.

Azzara received a bachelor of music degree from George Mason University in 1981. He taught instrumental music in Virginia public schools and performed as a pianist in the Washington, DC, area. He earned a master of music degree from Eastman in 1988 and a doctoral degree in 1992.
Joel F. Burges, PhD
Edward Peck Curtis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching

Joel Burges is an associate professor of English and of visual and cultural studies in the School of Arts & Sciences. He also teaches courses in film and media studies and digital media studies.

Burges’s research centers on post–1945 culture, especially the intersection of aesthetics and economics in film, television, and literature. His first book, Out of Sync & Out of Work (Rutgers University Press, 2018), explores how the obsolescence of labor is represented in film and literature. He is currently at work on a new book that examines writing for television as both economic labor and aesthetic craft and on a series of essays about economic stagnation in contemporary film and television.

In addition to advising and mentoring graduate students, Burges is a dedicated instructor who has taught a wide range of courses, from introductory undergraduate lectures to advanced graduate seminars, as well as coursework in writing and rhetoric.

Since 2012, Burges has been the principal investigator on Mediate, a digital tool that lets students annotate audiovisual media—from film and television to music and advertising. Developed in collaboration with the Digital Scholarship Department at River Campus Libraries, the open-source, web-enabled platform has been used by the University as well as at the University of Pittsburgh, Bowdoin College, and Wake Forest University.

Burges has used Mediate in his courses as a means of developing students’ media literacy, a fundamental skill in the 21st century, while also forming a humanistic network of students, faculty, staff, and librarians through cross-disciplinary teaching with the platform. The tool’s significance became especially evident during the COVID-19 pandemic, when it allowed its community members—at Rochester and beyond—who were isolated to connect intellectually.

Burges earned a bachelor’s degree in American studies from Yale University in 1997 and a doctoral degree in English and American literature from Stanford University in 2007. He has held multiple fellowships from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation as well as fellowships from Stanford, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Wellesley College, and Indiana University, Bloomington.

Roy Jones, PhD
Edward Peck Curtis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching

Roy Jones is a clinical associate professor at the Simon Business School. He has been a faculty member since 1998, teaching computers and information systems to undergraduates, MBAs, medical management students, executive students, and PhD candidates.

Jones has taught 14 courses at Simon, including Business Information Systems and Analytics, a core course in the Barry Florences Undergraduate Business Program. He recently helped develop the new information systems track in the undergraduate business program and serves as an advisor for that track as well as the business analytics track and for data science majors.

In his capacity as chair of Simon’s undergraduate curriculum committee, he has overseen the development of 15 new business courses, contributing to an increase in business course enrollments of more than 400 students per semester over the past four years. In the past seven years, he has taught more than 1,100 students.

His impact reaches far outside the University as well. He received the Information System Society’s Teaching Innovation Award in 2020 and cochaired the IT Teaching Workshop from 2017 to 2019 at the University of California, Irvine; Boston University; and the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School.

At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, Jones coauthored with colleague Ravi Matena a faculty best-practices document that continues to guide Rochester faculty as they navigate hybrid teaching.

Jones’s educational background is wide ranging. He earned a bachelor’s degree in history; a master’s degree in computer science; and a doctoral degree in operations, information, and technology, all from Stanford University. In 1988, he cofounded a database consulting firm, 4th Connection Consulting, Inc., where his consulting clients included several Fortune 500 firms.

Jones’s research focuses on markets for information goods and the impact of development costs and the complexity of the development process on market structure. His interests include the economics of information systems, electronic business, health information technology, and the evolution of the information technology industry.

His work has appeared in a number of publications, including Cardiology Journal, Critical Connections, and Management Science.

Stefanie A. Sydelnik ’08 (MA), ’16 (PhD)
Edward Peck Curtis Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching

Stefanie Sydelnik has multiple roles in the Writing, Speaking, and Argument Program (WSAP). She is the associate director as well as an instructional track associate professor, and she directs the program’s Writing and Speaking Center.

Sydelnik began teaching in WSAP in 2004. During her first three years with the program, she served as a writing tutor, writing placement reviewer and advisor, assessment reader, Early Connection Opportunity (ECO) Program writing instructor, and coordinator of what was then called the Writing Center.

In 2007, she took on greater leadership roles, orienting and training writing instructors. She also became head writing instructor for the ECO Program, where she designed reading, writing, and research assignments around free speech debates on campus, including discussion of hate speech policies.

Sydelnik was named assistant director of the program in 2011 and promoted to associate director in 2014. In her first years as associate director, she played a key role in the review and revision of the primary writing requirement for the College and in developing a minor in writing studies. She coteaches the department’s graduate pedagogy courses and is a principal author of the program’s guide for instructors.

As the instructor for Advanced Writing and Peer Tutoring, she has mentored undergraduate students through the process of developing, presenting, and publishing writing studies research. Under her guidance, several students have published or presented their work at national conferences.

Sydelnik has pursued a range of teaching and scholarly interests, including writing center theory and practice, writing pedagogy, course design, writing program administration, writing studies research, undergraduate research, 19th-century American literature, antislavery literature, print culture, and popular media. She currently serves as cochair of the Writing, Speaking, and Argument Program’s Building an Equitable Community: Anti-racism, Anti-hate committee.

She earned a bachelor’s degree in English and dance from Skidmore College and master’s and doctoral degrees in English from the University.
Thomas S. Weber, PhD  
G. Graydon Curtis ’58 and Jane W. Curtis Award for Nontenured Faculty Teaching Excellence

Tom Weber is an assistant professor of earth and environmental sciences in the School of Arts & Sciences. His research focuses on the numerical modeling of ocean biogeochemical processes and predicting how marine ecosystems will respond to and modulate climate change. He combines ocean models and large datasets to quantify nutrient sources and sinks and to track the production and fate of organic carbon as it cycles through the “biological pump.”

Since he joined the University of Rochester in 2016, Weber has taught graduate and undergraduate courses that cover topics from climate change to physical oceanography to ocean modeling. He has mentored undergraduate and graduate students in research on natural biogeochemical processes in the oceans and the Great Lakes, with investigations into the dynamics of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide formed in these environments, as well as the cycling of key elements controlling marine photosynthesis.

Weber is also involved in the global GEOTRACES project, which aims to map the distributions of rare elements in the ocean and understand their cycling processes. He is designing new data-assimilating models to interpret observations from the ongoing field campaign.

Weber’s work has been supported by the National Science Foundation, the National Academy of Sciences, and NASA. He has published papers in highly respected, international peer-reviewed journals, including Nature, Science, Nature Communications, Nature Geosciences, and Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Weber graduated from the University of Leeds with bachelor’s and master’s degrees in geological sciences before completing a second master’s degree and a doctoral degree in atmospheric and oceanic science at the University of California, Los Angeles, in 2013. Before joining the Rochester faculty, Weber was a postdoctoral research associate at the University of Washington School of Oceanography.

Stephen M. Wu, PhD  
G. Graydon Curtis ’58 and Jane W. Curtis Award for Nontenured Faculty Teaching Excellence

Stephen Wu is an assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering in the Hajim School of Engineering & Applied Sciences and of physics and astronomy in the School of Arts & Sciences. His research focuses on the use of quantum materials to create next-generation nanoelectronic and quantum electronic devices.

In 2020, he received a National Science Foundation Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) award to support his research and education efforts involving two-dimensional materials as thin as a single layer of atoms. When stretched and pulled, these materials can transform from being superconducting one moment to nonconducting the next. Wu is exploring these changes when they occur in transistor-scale device platforms, which could transform electronics, optics, computing, and a host of other technologies.

Wu has published in numerous journals, including Nature Nanotechnology, Nature Materials, Physical Review Letters, Applied Physics Letters, Nano Letters, and Journal of Applied Physics. In addition to his research contributions, he developed a graduate course in nanoelectronic devices. He also teaches a course on quantum electronic devices and materials for graduate students and one on electronic devices and circuits for undergraduates.

During the pandemic, Wu mastered the “flipped” teaching model, in which he makes short, high-quality recordings that students can view in their own time. He then uses the allotted classroom time to solve questions. Wu’s instructional methods have been a resource for his students and a model for fellow faculty.

Several undergraduate students have worked in Wu’s laboratory, typically undertaking self-contained projects related to nanoelectronics or quantum materials. His students give presentations and coauthor publications, with many having gone on to prestigious graduate programs or industrial positions.

Wu earned a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering and computer science, as well as a bachelor of arts in physics, before completing master’s and doctoral degrees in physics—all at the University of California, Berkeley. He served as a postdoctoral researcher at Argonne National Laboratory before joining the University of Rochester in 2017.
Honor Societies and Awards

Alpha Omega Alpha
Ahmar Alam
Olga Alvarez Lopez
Rohun Bhagat
Alexandra Buda
Shannon Cleary
Owen Dean
Alexandra DeSouza
Omar El Charif
Emily Gore
Madeleine Hack
Sarah Hancock
Bailey Harrison
Olivia Lynch
Hannah Mbon
Steven Meng
Sara Peterson
Amy Phan
Nina Rizk
Jared Schattenkerk
Peter Sobra
Racquel Whyte

Beta Gamma Sigma
Daler Beisenbayev
Xinyu Cai
Beiyu Cao
Ruize Chen
Yining Chen
Qianwen Fu
Qianqian Fu
Juney Lee
Angran Li
Joshua Liao
Zihui Lin
Yifang Liu
Wiener Mao
Brian McKinsey
Zachary Mustin
Trang Nguyen
Jinlong Ruan
Yihan Shao
Ywen Shi
Prajita Shrestha
Aman Singh
Jiayao Sun
Rongshen Wang
Wei Wu
Zihan Xie
Yuqing Zhai
Rui Zhou
Yanlin Zhou

Certificate of Achievement in Community-Engaged Learning
Lila Balistreri
Marguerite Curtis
Suzan Hoffman
Aimee Pina
Anne Rosenow
Tessa Shlonsky

Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Scholar
Casey A’Hearn
Yaa Baker
Mauricio Coombs
Daisha Danson
Zainabu Darboe
Melinda Feliz
Jaylene Green
Jenah Jerome
Naushin Khan
Victoria Liverpool
Jasimin Richard
Nya Robinson
Holly Rowland
Karla Zendejas
Bryan Zumiga

Medallion Leadership Society
Lila Balistreri
Payton Elliott
Ross Gang
Victoria Liverpool
Amanda Martin
Keirner Nadal

Phi Beta Kappa
Kareem Abdelaquoup
Amanda Adams
Joshua Barbets
Wang Anca Frasineanu
Ena Haselje
Anis Idrizovic
Samantha Kapushy
Isabel Lopez-Molini
Claude Mulindi
Francis Pellegrino
Tiana Salomon
Helen Shammash
Muskaan Vasandani
Phuc Lam
Aine Lowndes
Elysee Prince Ndubuaha
Rebro
Wei Ni
Nana Kwame Nyarko-Ansong
Eleanor O’Neill
Zagados Oyotode
Aimee Pina
Gavin Probst
Gina Romanazzi
Justin Sennyondo
Helen Shammash
Yihan Shao
Lily Steiger
Archana Verma
Emille Vivian
Lauryn Wilson
Nan Xie
Ruixue Xie
Zidan Yang
Houyuan Yin
Yifan Zhang
Catherine Giugno
Peri Goldberg
Sarah Grabowski
Molly Griston
Yulin Han
Benned Heedega
Hailie Higgins
Hoang Linh
Adam Hollie
Adam Hopson
Timothy Hornick
Harry Huang
Katy Huyhn
Justin Jablonski
Lily Jacobson
Qingyuan Jia
Ji-Ze Jang
Mandur Javekar
Alexandra Kaplan
George Kassis
Akhil Kholawadala
Kharissa King
Celia Konowe
Kevin Kovach
Lam Fred
Juney Lee
Sangwu Lee
Karlin Li
Kexin Li
Joshua Liao
Vladimir Maksmovskiy
Waner Mao
Michele Martino
Kudrma Mbinda
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly
Brian McKinsey
Abdul Moid Munawar
Isabel Murphy
Zachary Mustin
Arian Nadjmidzahad
Sherif Ashraf Negm
Nguyen Anh
Monique Nichols
Trent Noordij
Gabriella Novak
Emily O’Brien
Thomas O’Neill
Thomas Oddo
Yubin Oh
Juliana Okoniewski
Nicholas Petruzziello
Pham Tian
Michael Pittall
Thanh Pham
Luke Polson
Margaret Porcelli
Alexandra Pritchard
Jane Pritchard
Caitlin Quinn
Catherine Ramsey

Beta Gamma Sigma
Daler Beisenbayev
Xinyu Cai
Beiyu Cao
Ruize Chen
Yining Chen
Qianwen Fu
Qianqian Fu
Juney Lee
Angran Li
Joshua Liao
Zihui Lin
Yifang Liu
Wiener Mao
Brian McKinsey
Zachary Mustin
Trang Nguyen
Jinlong Ruan
Yihan Shao
Ywen Shi
Prajita Shrestha
Aman Singh
Jiayao Sun
Rongshen Wang
Wei Wu
Zihan Xie
Yuqing Zhai
Rui Zhou
Yanlin Zhou

Certificate of Achievement in Community-Engaged Learning
Lila Balistreri
Marguerite Curtis
Suzan Hoffman
Aimee Pina
Anne Rosenow
Tessa Shlonsky

Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Scholar
Casey A’Hearn
Yaa Baker
Mauricio Coombs
Daisha Danson
Zainabu Darboe
Melinda Feliz
Jaylene Green
Jenah Jerome
Naushin Khan
Victoria Liverpool
Jasimin Richard
Nya Robinson
Holly Rowland
Karla Zendejas
Bryan Zumiga

Medallion Leadership Society
Lila Balistreri
Payton Elliott
Ross Gang
Victoria Liverpool
Amanda Martin
Keirner Nadal

Phi Beta Kappa
Kareem Abdelaquoup
Amanda Adams
Joshua Barbets
Wang Anca Frasineanu
Ena Haselje
Anis Idrizovic
Samantha Kapushy
Isabel Lopez-Molini
Claude Mulindi
Francis Pellegrino
Tiana Salomon
Helen Shammash
Muskaan Vasandani
Phuc Lam
Aine Lowndes
Elysee Prince Ndubuaha
Rebro
Wei Ni
Nana Kwame Nyarko-Ansong
Eleanor O’Neill
Zagados Oyotode
Aimee Pina
Gavin Probst
Gina Romanazzi
Justin Sennyondo
Helen Shammash
Yihan Shao
Lily Steiger
Archana Verma
Emille Vivian
Lauryn Wilson
Nan Xie
Ruixue Xie
Zidan Yang
Houyuan Yin
Yifan Zhang
Catherine Giugno
Peri Goldberg
Sarah Grabowski
Molly Griston
Yulin Han
Benned Heedega
Hailie Higgins
Hoang Linh
Adam Hollie
Adam Hopson
Timothy Hornick
Harry Huang
Katy Huyhn
Justin Jablonski
Lily Jacobson
Qingyuan Jia
Ji-Ze Jang
Mandur Javekar
Alexandra Kaplan
George Kassis
Akhir Kholawadala
Kharissa King
Celia Konowe
Kevin Kovach
Lam Fred
Juney Lee
Sangwu Lee
Karlin Li
Kexin Li
Joshua Liao
Vladimir Maksmovskiy
Waner Mao
Michele Martino
Kudrma Mbinda
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly
Brian McKinsey
Abdul Moid Munawar
Isabel Murphy
Zachary Mustin
Arian Nadjmidzahad
Sherif Ashraf Negm
Nguyen Anh
Monique Nichols
Trent Noordij
Gabriella Novak
Emily O’Brien
Thomas O’Neill
Thomas Oddo
Yubin Oh
Juliana Okoniewski
Nicholas Petruzziello
Pham Tian
Michael Pittall
Thanh Pham
Luke Polson
Margaret Porcelli
Alexandra Pritchard
Jane Pritchard
Caitlin Quinn
Catherine Ramsey

Alpha Omega Alpha
Ahmar Alam
Olga Alvarez Lopez
Rohun Bhagat
Alexandra Buda
Shannon Cleary
Owen Dean
Alexandra DeSouza
Omar El Charif
Emily Gore
Madeleine Hack
Sarah Hancock
Bailey Harrison
Olivia Lynch
Hannah Mbon
Steven Meng
Sara Peterson
Amy Phan
Nina Rizk
Jared Schattenkerk
Peter Sobraske
Racquel Whyte

Beta Gamma Sigma
Daler Beisenbayev
Xinyu Cai
Beiyu Cao
Ruize Chen
Yining Chen
Qianwen Fu
Qianqian Fu
Juney Lee
Angran Li
Joshua Liao
Zihui Lin
Yifang Liu
Wiener Mao
Brian McKinsey
Zachary Mustin
Trang Nguyen
Jinlong Ruan
Yihan Shao
Ywen Shi
Prajita Shrestha
Aman Singh
Jiayao Sun
Rongshen Wang
Wei Wu
Zihan Xie
Yuqing Zhai
Rui Zhou
Yanlin Zhou

Honor Societies and Awards

Pi Kappa Lambda
Graduate Students
Sarah Bertrand
Andrew Beekman
Lauren Irshick
Young Kyoon Lee
Anna Lenti
Ka Ming Leung
Ava Linvog
Erik Piazza
Can Yang Zi Quan
S Joshua Sheppard
Madeleine Snow

Undergraduate Students
Charles Berofsky
Phoebe Chu
Trevor Chu
Steven Dong
McKenzie Garey
Richard Kim
Nathan McKinstry
Alexander Nick
William Sands
Jasmine Saunders
Ella Torres
Raffi Wright
Carina Ye
Justin Zeitlinger

Sigma Xi, University of Rochester, Chapter 132
Ashley Alkhuwele
Christian Anvelt
Lindsay Batek
Isabella Beatrice
Melanie Bobry
Allison Brickwood
Nicola Brogan
Emily Brueckel
Kari Buescher
Amy Burlee
Molly Bushnell
Katlin Bussy
Vanessa Campoverde-Ayala
Brittani Carr
Stephanie Chalupa
Claudia Conley
Jessica Cruz
Aissatou Dialubah
Mohamed Elkhidir
Brittnee En
Yvonne French
Colin Geer
Amber George
Lea Getchell
Judy Gierlach
Chelsea Gill
Mason Grimes
Molly Hanna
Jessica Harris
Michelle Heidgerken
Katherine Hesler
Xia Hong
Stacy Jackson
Andrea Johnson
Delissa Kelley
Adiba Khan
Dylan Lemon
Natasha Meng
Natalie Lewis
Erica Lindermark
Adam Lock
Olivia Lowell
Mezhabin Mahfuz
Patricia Mallaber
Haile Maxson
Kai Meke
Saimaria McClary
Ranae McKenzie
Shanae McKenzie
Jillian McKinney
Marissa Michael
Taylor Montimerano-Schaefer
Austen Muldoon
Edward Mullin
James Mullin
Allison Nickel
Charlene Oitungen
Lisa Parker
Emily Payton
Holly Peals
Andrew Porter
Carolyn Randall
Joshua Reyes
Jenna Reynolds
Kristin Ricci
Katherine Rich
Lisa Rickman
Jeannie Rinaldi
Sara Roberts
Kaisa Rosas Mendez
Courtney Sander
Douglas Scangamany
Leah Segal
Shuhui Si
Jennifer Sieber
Kathleen Silipigni
Shannon Smith
Natalia Soule
Tiffany Staats
Mary Starks
Samuel Sullivan
Xiaojie Sun
Alexandra Thomas
Catherine Thompson
Shauna Topian
Karyn Vales
Jaclyn West
Taylor Westrich
Kathryn Winowski
Lauren Wittman
Brittany Wofoll
Amanda Wu
Justin Xu

Sigmas
Alpha Iota
Scholastic Award
McKenzie Garey
Collegiate Honor Award
Ella Torres

Sigma Pi Sigma
Eric Anderson
Kelly Aspinwall
Matthew Burns
Stephen Chapman
Eric Elias
Serena Flint
Molly Griston
Fredrick Howard
Filippo Iulianelli
Darman Khan
Hongbo Liu
Summer Mills
Thomas O’Neill
Margaret Porcelli
Joshua Ratajczak
Savannah Schisler
Edmund Sepcuk
Lucas Marie South
Sierra Tinson
Jose Manuel Torres Lopez
Navya Uberoi

Navya Uberoi
Jose Manuel Torres Lopez
Cierra Tinson
Edmund Sepeku
Joshua Ratajczak
Margaret Porcelli
Summer Mills
Hongbo Liu
Darman Khan
Filippo Iulianelli
Fredrick Howard
Molly Griston
Serena Flint
Hannah Kim
Miles Kim
Celia Konowe
Joshua Liao
Emily Loote
Sandra Ma
John Manrus
Zina Megiddi
Jasmine Moon
Thien Hung Nguyen
Trent Noorduis
Thanh Pham
Ichchha Pradhan
Rafael Ramirez
Omaima Rivera
Elena Robson
Ariel Schwartz
Katherine Stankevich
Emma Strawderman
Zivile Vebraita
Brian Yegela
Karla Zendejas
Hao Zhang

Tau Beta Pi
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

DAAD-RISE Scholarship
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

Davis Projects for Peace
Dokata Banchale
Chernor Diallo

Fullbright U.S. Student Grant Program
Coralie Everett
Puri Goldberg
Anna Groesch
Karlin Li
Anne Rosenow
Lauren Sigda
Caroline Stockwell

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Jarod Forer
Molly Griston

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Thomas Oldo

Rhodes Scholarship
Kadjai Mbinda

Schwarzman Scholarship
Lea Thome
Haosong Zheng

National and International Student Fellowships
Astronomical Scholarship Foundation Award
Madison Lang

Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly

Tyron Nieves-Martinez

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
Lucas Marie South

DAAD-RISE Scholarship
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Jarod Forer
Molly Griston

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Thomas Oldo

Rhodes Scholarship
Kadjai Mbinda

Schwarzman Scholarship
Lea Thome
Haosong Zheng

National and International Student Fellowships
Astronomical Scholarship Foundation Award
Madison Lang

Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly

Tyron Nieves-Martinez

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
Lucas Marie South

DAAD-RISE Scholarship
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Jarod Forer
Molly Griston

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Thomas Oldo

Rhodes Scholarship
Kadjai Mbinda

Schwarzman Scholarship
Lea Thome
Haosong Zheng

National and International Student Fellowships
Astronomical Scholarship Foundation Award
Madison Lang

Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly

Tyron Nieves-Martinez

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
Lucas Marie South

DAAD-RISE Scholarship
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Jarod Forer
Molly Griston

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Thomas Oldo

Rhodes Scholarship
Kadjai Mbinda

Schwarzman Scholarship
Lea Thome
Haosong Zheng

National and International Student Fellowships
Astronomical Scholarship Foundation Award
Madison Lang

Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Kaelyn McFarlane-Connelly

Tyron Nieves-Martinez

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
Lucas Marie South

DAAD-RISE Scholarship
Kareem Abdelmaqsoud
Mauricio Araiza Canizales
Ognjen Bosic
Jenna DiMarco
Anis Izdrzovic
Hana Kalco
Eli Kosson
Befkadu Mekonnen
Sufan Munir
Thien Hung Nguyen
Priscilla Passerotti Vaciski
Barbosa
Maria Plestia
Edmund Sepcuk
Hristijan Stojkovic
Navya Uberoi

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Jarod Forer
Molly Griston

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Thomas Oldo

Rhodes Scholarship
Kadjai Mbinda

Schwarzman Scholarship
Lea Thome
Haosong Zheng
Xiaoyan Qiu  
Political Science  
(August 31, 2021)

Ashley Rackow  
Toxicology  
(October 1, 2021)

James Samuel Rankine  
History  
(August 31, 2021)

Seyedeh Zahra Razavi  
Computer Science  
(October 1, 2021)

Jasmine Machelle Reed  
Toxicology  
(August 31, 2021)

Jingxuan Ren  
Biomedical Engineering  
(December 31, 2021)

Micah Kenan Richey  
Philosophy  
(August 31, 2021)

Michelle Furlano  
History  
(February 18, 2022)

Parker Adison Riley  
Computer Science  
(August 31, 2021)

Carlos Eduardo Rodríguez Pardo  
Electrical Engineering  
(October 1, 2021)

Diana Rachel Rosenblum  
Music Composition  
(December 31, 2021)

Ali Safvand  
Education  
(December 31, 2021)

Alec Thomas Salimnen  
Biomedical Engineering  
(August 31, 2021)

Samira Samrose  
Computer Science  
(August 31, 2021)

Aditya Shetty  
Business Administration  
(Operations Management)  
(August 31, 2022)

Kevin John Schilling Jr.  
Biomedical Engineering  
(February 18, 2022)

Colleen Schneider  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences  
(August 31, 2022)

Arnold Schwemmlein  
Physics  
(October 1, 2021)

Jeffrey Deupree Sears  
Chemistry  
(August 31, 2021)

Ryan Severins  
Chemical Engineering  
(August 31, 2021)

Zoe A. Shaw  
Psychology, Clinical  
(August 31, 2021)

Michael E. Skyer  
Education  
(August 31, 2021)

Timothy Smyth  
Toxicology  
(August 31, 2021)

Keane Harris Southard  
Music Composition  
(August 31, 2021)

Reilly Pascal Spitzfaden  
Music Composition  
(August 31, 2021)

Daniel J. Steiner  
Biophysics  
(February 18, 2022)

Jesse Raymond Stroka  
Chemistry  
(February 18, 2022)

Patrick Timothy Sullivan  
Visual and Cultural Studies  
(December 31, 2021)

Yu Sun  
Biology  
(February 18, 2022)

Harsha Karigiri Swamy  
Pharmacology  
(February 18, 2022)

David Swanson  
Business Administration  
(Accounting)  
(August 31, 2022)

Kyle Swovick  
Biology  
(February 18, 2022)

Ian Thomas Szumlila  
Geosciences  
(August 31, 2021)

Yuki Tamura  
Economics  
(August 31, 2021)

Hanlin Tang  
Computer Science  
(August 31, 2021)

Mehrin Binh E. Tariq  
Chemistry  
(October 1, 2021)

Traci Christine Terrance  
Education  
(February 18, 2022)

Lara Terry  
Pharmacology  
(August 31, 2021)

Morgan Jane Thompson  
Developmental Psychology  
(February 18, 2022)

Jennifer Thompson Stone  
English  
(October 1, 2021)

Ana I. Vallejo Sefair  
Clinical Psychology  
(August 31, 2021)

Melinda A. Vander Hoost  
Biomedical Engineering  
(February 18, 2022)

Joseph VanderSiel  
Music Theory  
(October 1, 2021)

Andrew I. VanderWeide  
Chemistry  
(December 31, 2021)

David Vargas  
Chemistry  
(August 31, 2022)

Keegan Lynn Vaughan  
Toxicology  
(February 18, 2022)

Arun Venkataraman  
Physics  
(August 31, 2021)

James A. Ver Steeg  
Education  
(August 31, 2021)

Kathryn-Mary Wakim-Takaki  
Neuroscience  
(December 31, 2021)

Fang Wan  
Business Administration  
(Information Systems)  
(August 31, 2022)

Yanling Wang  
Geosciences  
(October 1, 2021)

Liwei Wang  
Chemistry  
(February 18, 2022)

Brendan S. Whistler  
Neurobiology and Anatomy  
(August 31, 2021)

Jennifer Wick  
Education  
(February 18, 2022)
Bachelor of Arts
Casey Logan A’Hearn
Religion—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor
Steven Abcar
Political Science—Major; Journalism/Legal Studies—Minor
Natasha Abrol
Economics—Major; International Relations—Minor
Vanessa Amaria Accevedo
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Studio Arts—Minor
Pari Jain Adams
Dance: Dance Studies/Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Adrienne Victoria Adu
Biology
Candy Teresita Aguirre
Psychology—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Ruth Ngozi Agwaze
Psychology—Major; Modern Studies—Minor
Kieran Oszor Agyare-Kumi
Digital Media Studies
Jamil Ahmed
Epidemiology
Abdoulaye Al Ansar
Health, Behavior and Society
Olivia Marie Alger
English: Creative Writing
Ryan Daniel Algier
Business/Data Science
Ariana Alvarado
Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Psychology as a Natural Science—Minor
Aniruddh Arvind Amsye
Mathematics—Major; Business—Minor
Abigail Kusi Amoako
Political Science
Kwame Amoou
Biology
Eric Michael Anderson
Physics
Kylee Christine Antonio
Psychology
Elonor Marissa Aoun
English: Creative Writing—Major; Legal Studies—Minor (December 31, 2021)
Nisha Grace Arya
Anthropology
Ukamaka Stephanie Asia
Psychology—Major; Health, Behavior, and Society—Minor
Alizaht Lizette Ayon
Psychology—Major; Philosophy/Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Minor
Ain Azudin
Psychology—Major; Japanese—Minor
Jeanne Ania Backer
Biology
Astghik Baghinyan
Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Creative Writing/Health Psychology—Minor
Elizabeth Anne Bailey
Music
Emma Grace Baillie
Studio Arts
Yaa Asantewaa Baker
Religious—Major; Spanish; Anthropology/American Sign Language—Minor
Mary Elizabeth Bala
Psychology
Lila Joelle Balistrieri
Anthropology/English; Language, Media and Communication
Samantha A. Balogh
Psychology—Major; Mathematics/Statistics—Minor
Dokata Kosi Banchale
Economics—Major; Business—Minor
Elizabeth Tistis Banda
Health, Behavior and Society
Kristen Barczykowski
History/International Relations
Joshua Barres Wang
Business
Elina Rachel Bazer
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies
Leona Rose Beermaan
American Sign Language/Psychology
Esther Jane Ben Ami
English: British and American Literature/Psychology—Major; East Asian Studies—Minor
Julia Eve Bergel
Anthropology—Major; Jewish Studies/Statistics as a Social Science—Minor
Kathryn Charlotte Berger
Business/Psychology—Major; Dance—Minor
Lucia Michael Berkhof
Psychology
Ryan Jacob Bernstein
Political Science—Major; Religion—Minor
Lauren Elizabeth Berry
Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Writing, Speaking, and Argument—Minor
Brianna Best
Economics—Major; Business/Psychology—Minor
Felix A. Bianchi
Mathematics
Syler Russell Blackman
Digital Media Studies—Major; Spanish/Psychology—Minor
Jamie Halene Bocheim
Psychology—Major; Journalism/Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Hannah Elizabeth Bonbrest
Psychology—Major; Russian—Minor
Christian Bosco
Financial Economics—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Alexis Mary Bostley
Health, Behavior and Society
Maeve Emma Bostley
Health, Behavior and Society
Matthew Stephen Boundy
Business
Hanna Sophia Bové
Interdepartmental Degree Program: Music and the Mind—Major; Japanese—Minor
Jeremy Philip Braiman
Political Science—Major; Legal Studies—Minor
Talia Swan Braverman
History/Health Policy—Major; Economics—Minor
Jillian Guai Breithaupt
American Sign Language/French/Linguistics/Psychology—Major; Japanese—Minor
Luke Joseph Brennan
Mathematics
Tyler James Brock
Digital Media Studies
Edwin Yun Brun
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Major; Psychology/Comparative Literature—Minor
Olivia Grace Brynes
Psychology (December 31, 2021)
Jennifer Lynn Buckley
Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Social and Emotional Development—Minor
Heidi Elizabeth Budd
Psychology—Major; German—Minor
Dana Bulger
Studio Arts—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor
Matthew Burns
Physics
Joseph Russell Butler
Mathematics/Computer Science—Major; History—Minor (December 31, 2021)
Rebecca Bywater-Whidden
Psychology
Dianna Josephine Caccia
Bioethics—Major; Legal Studies/Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Yidi Cai
Mathematics/Business
Charlotte Amalie Caldwell
Epidemiology
Madelyn Riley Candela
Political Science—Major; Legal Studies—Minor
Christopher Massey
Canfield Environmental Studies
Beyiu Cao
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Major; German/Statistics—Minor
Qi Cao
Financial Economics—Major; Business—Minor
Joseph Harrison Caplin
Psychology
Benjamin David Carleton
Mathematics
Katherine Elizabeth Carnes
Psychology—Major; Dance—Minor
Olivia Mumford Carrara
Political Science/Psychology
Kiara Marie Carruassila
English: Language, Media, and Communication/Political Science
Caitlin Jane Carrato
Psychology
John Ross Carroll
History/Business
Owen Lee Carroll
International Relations
Daniel Philip Carstairs
Music
Ruben Alejandro Castrejon
Psychology
Philip Schnabel Cavallo
History—Major; Spanish/International Relations—Minor
Hans Chan
Economics
Sing Yik Chan
Psychology—Major; Japanese—Minor
Tessie Rose Chang
Digital Media Studies/Psychology
Stephen Donahue
Chapman
Physics
Sarah Nazir Chaudhary
Psychology
Princeton Choe
Psychology—Major; Philosophy/Sustainability—Minor
Anthony Chen
Business
Junting Chen
Data Science
Ruize Chen
Mathematics and Statistics
Yike Chen
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Yining Chen
Financial Economics
Yiyuan Chen
Digital Media Studies
Zhaofei Chen
History
Zhengdong Chen
Physics
Alfred Cheng
Business
Huixing Chen
Financial Economics
Vikram A. Chenn
Business
Samuel Charles Cherin
History
Shangrong Chi
Financial Economics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Amy Nien Chiang
Psychology—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Edward Woonin Cho
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Joshua Choi
Digital Media Studies
You Shun David Chon
Financial Economics—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Ravita Rawla Choudhury
Anthropology—Major; Political Science—Minor
Shreya Chowdhry
Economics/Philosophy
Trevor Sin-Shun Chu
Biography
Solen Michael Clark
Environmental Studies—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
John F. Collins
Economics/Statistics
Abigail Elise Congdon
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; American Sign Language/Psychology—Minor
Mauricio Marc Coombs
American and African Studies/Religion
Ayana Michaela Crabtree
English: Creative Writing—Major; Medieval and Early Modern Studies—Minor
Michael Scott Crowe Jr.
English: Creative Writing
Steven Michael Crowell
English: British and American Literature—Major; Environmental Humanities—Minor
Lebing Cui
Art History
Marguerite Grace Curtis
Health, Behavior and Society/Spanish
Michael J. D’Amico
Film and Media Studies
Benjamin Scott Dale
Spanish
Daisha Marie Danson
African and African-American Studies/Psychology
Zainab Darbou
International Relations/Anthropology—Major; Classics: Arabic—Minor
Madelyn Carrie Davidson
Economics/Health, Behavior and Society—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Minor
Emily D. Davis
Anthropology
Bianca De Las Casas
Business (December 31, 2021)
Hentique Harmath De Lemos
Economics
Emmanuel Adaguna Debessa
Economics
Abby Kate Delio
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Psychology
Blaise Derenze
Economics
Amanda Noelle Despart
Psychology
Nicholas Charles DeVries
Music
Kashish Gokul Dewnani
Business
Grace Marie Di Leo
Political Science
Chennor A. DiElio
International Relations/Health, Behavior and Society
Raimundo Diaz
English: Language, Media, and Communication
Michael John DiModica
Economics—Major; Electrical Engineering—Minor
Honygi Ding
Psychology
Jack Christopher Dippolito
Economics/Political Science
Kalen Jake Frieberg
Madeleine Rose Fordham
Serena Lee Grace Flint
Maegan Gabrielle Fish
Sarah Anne Fischer
Huichen Feng
Gwen Fedorov
Lucy Claire Farnham
Jennifer Carolin Espinoza
Leila Fahmy
Sarah Alexandra Farid
Linden Claire Farnham
Wendy Fedora
Hongbo Feng
Kai Chen Feng
K扔chen Feng
Jade Kaori Fernandes
Seguh
Baltasar Marcelo Figueroa
Parada
Psychology
(December 31, 2021)
Dekovas Zebron Finley
Health, Behavior, and Society
(December 31, 2021)
Sarah Anne Fisher
Psychology—Major; Spanish—Minor
Maegan Gabrielle Fish
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Minor
Charles Sebastien
Fleurisca Voltime
Economics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Serena Lee Grace Flint
Psychology—Major
Madeleine Rose Fordham
American Sign Language—English
Anca Gabriela Frasineanu
Chemistry—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Kalene Jake Frieberg
Economics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Liam Matthew Fuqua
Economics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Christina Lydia Gang
Psychology
Han Gao
Statistics—Major; Biology; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor
Yulin Gao
Digital Media Studies—Major; Business—Minor
Cesar Alexis Garcia
Economics
Henry Michael Gardner
Mathematics and Statistics
Olivia Gay
International Relations—Major; History—Minor
Nicole Madison Gebbi
Psychology—Major; Business—Legal Studies—Minor
Madison Ann Gelfand
American Sign Language—Psychology—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Dina Abigail Gelsey
Political Science—Major; American Sign Language—Ethics—Minor
Kathryn Yordanova
Georgievna
Economics—Major; Spanish—Minor
Samuel Petersen Bae
Gercke
Political Science
Syed Arsalan Ghani
Psychology
James Arthur Giacalone
International Relations—Italian
Clara Gil Gonzalez
Economics; Psychology—Mathematics
Margaret Elizabeth Gillett
International Relations—East Asian Studies
Frederick William Gluck III
Studio Arts—Major; Digital Media Studies in Natural Sciences—Minor
Pei Shaffer Goldberg
Psychology—Major; Computational Biology—Health, Behavior, and Society—Minor
Michelle Zoe Goldman
Brain and Cognitive Sciences; Psychology—Major; American Sign Language—Minor
Adina Michelle Goldstein
Political Science—Major; Jazz—Minor
Sydney Price Goldstein
Political Science—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Minor
Juan Gomez Laguarda
Economics
Gongyu
International Relations—Major; Legal Studies—Minor
Spencer Runge Gordon
Digital Media Studies—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Tanasia Janay Gordon
Anthropology
Scott Jeffrey Gormally
Economics—Major; German—Mathematics—Minor
Stephanie Madeline Graham
English; Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Business—Minor
James Patrick Graver
Environmental Studies—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Dendara Sonique Green
Brain and Cognitive Sciences; Psychology—Major; Film and Media Studies—Minor
Jaylyn Charlee Green
Religion; Interdepartmental Degree Program: Sociology; Political Science
Amal Singh Grewal
Health, Behavior and Society—Psychology
Kabir Singh Grewal
Health, Behavior and Society—Brain and Cognitive Sciences
Anna Marie Abeel Groesch
German
Kendli Gu
Environmental Studies—Major; Business—Minor
Tianhao Guan
Statistics
James Sylvester Garf Gunn
International Relations
Derek Guo
Epidemiology—Major; Environmental Humanities—Minor
Vikram Aditya Gupta
Digital Media Studies—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor
Cara Elise Hackley
Psychology—Major; Digital Media Studies in American Sign Language—Biological—Minor
Yulin Han
East Asian Studies; International Relations
Farhana Arjun Haque
Economics; Mathematics—Major; Statistics—Minor
Iqra Hasan
Psychology
Eva Haselj
Psychology—Major; German—Minor
Hope Elizabeth Havenhill
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Psychology
Xuan He
Economics
Benned John Hedges
Linguistics
Michael Hershman
Financial Economics
Haile Elizabeth Higgins
English; Language, Media, and Communication; Political Science
Duong Thuy Hoang
Financial Economics
Andre Hodges
Digital Media Studies
Adam Tallbot Holm
Polish Language—Major; English—Minor
Amy Hong
Psychology
Hyunjai Hong
Humanities—Major; Japanese—Minor
Kelly Hoodak
Psychology
Robin Horwath
Polish Language—Major; English—Minor
Xinan Hou
Economics
YunChich Hsu
Financial Economics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Yiming Hu
Philosophy; Comparative Literature—Major; Legal Studies—Minor
Yiheng Hua
Business
Pei Huang
Statistics
Yanzhe Huang
Financial Economics
Zixiao Huang
Economics
Tianwei Jiang
Health, Behavior and Society
Joanna Yang Jin
Psychology
Jenova Jerome
Psychology
Tianwei Jiang
Mathematics
Yifan Jiang
Digital Media Studies
Joanna Yang Jin
Psychology
Yanin Jin
Economics
Isabel Mae Jobin-Davis
Epidemiology
Lucia Florence Johnson
Economics—Major; Organizational Psychology; Computer Science—Minor
Jesse Francis Johnston
Political Science
Ramitha Reddy Jonnalala
Biophysics; Psychology
Adonija Carli-Eli Jose
Economics—Major; Political Science—Major; International Relations—Minor
Nandini Joshi
Economics
Wiley Meslyung
Political Science
Kyoimokko Ka
Psychology
Harris Kala
International Relations—Political Science
Kenichiro Kalau
English; Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Taicheng Kang
Psychology—Major; Asian Sign Language—Minor
Malia Patrice Hulbert
Psychology—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Lily Anne Hutchinson
Health, Behavior and Society
Lillian Caroline Hunter
Health, Behavior and Society
Anela Karamustafe
Financial Economics
Gevrer Eylul Karboha
Digital Media Studies
Lisa Jessica Katz
History; Political Science—Major; Russian—Minor
Riordan William O’Hare
Health, Behavior and Society
Lilianne Valerie O’Sullivan
Epidemiology
Katie Poland
Psychology
Morgan Quinn Ireland
Health, Behavior and Society
Filippo Iulianelli
Mathematics
Lily Hannah Jacobson
Psychology
Claire Morgan Janiec
History; Music—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor
Kathryn Kenney Lang
Economics—Major; Business—Minor
Jesse Francis Johnston
Political Science
Jenna Irene Jefway
Psychology
Kennedy Ann Jefferson
Psychology—Major; Political Science—Minor
Ena Haselj
Psychology—Major; German—Minor
Hope Elizabeth Havenhill
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Psychology
Jenna Irene Jeffery
Chemistry—Major; Studio Arts—Minor
Ching Jen
Financial Economics; Mathematics—Major; Music—Minor
Jenna Irene Jeffery
Psychology
Jena Kim
Psychology
Jenna Irene Jeffery
Business; Political Science
Tsatsuiki Kiyohara
Economics—Major; Business; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Daniel Robert Klosowski
Digital Media Studies—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Abdallah Emad Kokash
Film and Media Studies
Celia Konowe
Environmental Studies—Major; French; English; Theater—Minor
Favorlyn Sando Kpaka
Psychology—Major; American Sign Language—Minor
Ian Wilson Krager
Political Science—Major; Journalism—Minor
Edan Alexandra Wark
Lambright
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies; Interdepartmental Degree Program: Environment and Society
Alexander William LaMore-Toland
Business; Comparative Literature—Major; Russian—Minor
Kathryn Kenney Lang
Biophysics
Benjamin Isaac Lapidus
Economics—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor
Andrew Lazarus
History; Political Science
Michael Orion Wolf
LeBlanc
Music—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor
Jane Lobowitz
Interdepartmental Degree Program: Jewish Studies; Political Science
Esther Lee
English; Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Creative Writing—Psychology—Minor
Juney Lee
Business
Kyoungtke Lee
Data Science
Yarnetta Charmeign Leonard
Political Science—Major; African and African American Studies—Minor
William Isaiah Leve
English; British and American Literature—Psychology
Anya Prentiss Levendusky
Psychology—Art History
Aine Mairwen Lowndes
International Relations—Russian—Major; Classics—Arabic—Minor
Kezhen Lu
Economics
Zhaozhou George Lyu
Mathematics and Statistics—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Hoaming Ma
Business
Ruxin Ma
History
Sarah-Marie Michaela Madzaj
Digital Media Studies—English; Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Kyras Majewski
Interdepartmental Degree Program: Environmental Humanities/Political Science
Eleanor Jennings
Mancusi-Ungaro Chemistry
Aleah Faith Manning
Dance: Creative Expression and Performance/Business
John Mantus
Economics—Mathematics—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Xinyi Mao
Digital Media Studies—Major; Japanese—Minor
Yiheng Mao
Financial Economics
Timothy Francis Mariani
Biological Sciences
Ndella Ndeye Marone
Psychology
Amanda Brooke Martin
Statistics
Bradley Thomas Martin
Digital Media Studies—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Madalaine Elise Martín-Olenski
Chemistry—History—Major; Biology—Minor
Dulce Maria Martinez-Alarcon
English: Language, Media, and Communication—Major; Psychology—Minor
Audry Ruth Mattle
Biological—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Rebecca Madison McCall
English—British and American Literature/History
LaTiva Corjion McCowan
English—Theater (December 31, 2021)
Owen Robert McCready
Economics
Michael James McDonough
Political Science—Major; Business—Minor
Hayley Lorraine McGowan
Classical Civilization—English; British and American Literature—Major; Writing, Speaking, and Argument—Minor
Hailey McKee
English—British and American Literature
Brian Philip McKinsey
Business/Political Science
Gabrielle Grace Meli
Geological Sciences/Studio Arts
Necraja Menon
Economics—Major; Statistics—Minor
Grant Tyler Meyerson
History/Political Science—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies—Minor
Maxen Mezid
Business
Qi Miao
Digital Media Studies—Major; Psychology—Minor; Computer Science—Minor
Jack McIlfitt
Political Science—Major; History—Minor
Emma Elisabeth Michels
Psychology
Marija Miklavcic
History/English
Yueheng Min
Economics—Minor
Min Hyeong Jung
Economics/International Relations
Zina Migldadi
Psychology
Gebrim Mirashita
Physics—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Zhenming Mo
Statistics
Scena Elizabeth Montalbano
Psychology—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Jasmine Moon
Psychology—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Minor
Dayna Mooneegan
English: Language, Media, and Communication/History—Major; English—Theater—Minor
Cayan Leandrew Moore
Digital Media Studies
Jessaline A. Morales
Psychology
Jorge A. Armando Morales
Business: Entrepreneurship/Political Science
Sophia Moreira
Political Science
Andrew Michael Morhun
Mathematics
Max Moskowitz
Psychology
Rose Jana Mourninghan
Digital Media Studies—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies—Minor
Nadah Mulla
Psychology—Major; Biology—Minor (December 31, 2021)
Abdul Moid Munawar
Economics
Colin H. Murphy
Chemistry
Isabel Melinda Murphy
Political Science
Nour Moussa
Mathematics
Zachary James Edward Mustin
Business—Major; Computer Science—Minor
Aye Wadhy Myat
Biology
Ketirmar Nadal Diaz
Political Science—Major; Psychology—Minor; Legal Studies—Minor
Varita Nair
Economics—Major; Business/Health, Behavior, and Society—Minor
Denise Naomi Navarrete
Health, Behavior, and Society
Nicholas Ndahiro
Data Science—Major; Economics—Minor
Sherif Ashraf Ngin
Data Science
Elia David Neuman-Doinhue
History
Bao Le Duc Nguyen
Financial Economics—Major; Japanese—Business—Minor
Duc Manh Nguyen
Financial Economics
Tram Nguyen
Economics—Major; Business/Chemical Engineering/Environment Engineering—Minor
Phuong Trang Nguyen
Business
Tyrone Omar Nieves Martinez
Biological—Major; Psychology—Minor
Emily Rose O'Brien
Psychology—Major; English Literature—Minor
Thomas John Oddo
Political Science—Major; Ethics—Business—Minor
Jiyoung Oh
Political Science (December 31, 2021)
Yuhin Oh
Political Science
Isabella Marie Orup
Business/Chemistry
Zane Jordan Otter
Economics
Lloyd Wharton Page
History/International Relations
Yixin Charles Pan
Economics
Naomi Ziggy Patch
Economics—Major; Psychology—Japanese—Minor
Ariadne Paulino
Psychology
Natalina Concetta Persico
English: Language, Media, and Animation—Major; Psychology—Minor (December 31, 2021)
Robert Petroysan
Digital Media Studies
Nicholas Joseph Puzetti
Economics—Major; Legal Studies—Business—Minor
Duy Minh Pham
Economics—Mathematics—Major; Business—Minor
Pham Thi Ngoc Thanh
Psychology
Alyssa Nicole Phillips
English: Creative Writing/History
Aimee Lisette Pina
American Sign Language
Alex Gabriel Pineda
Digital Media Studies
Lucas Michael Piontek
English: Language, Media, and Communication
Luke Walter Polson
Political Science—Major; Legal Studies—Philosophy—Minor
Monica Ponce-Agredano
Political Science—Major; Psychology—Minor
Margaret Helen Porcelli
Dance: Creative Expression and Performance—Major; Mathematics—Minor
Ichchha Pradhan
Political Science—Major; Psychology—Major; International Relations—Minor
Aditi Ashwarya Prakash
Anthropology
Jordanna Lenore Prissman
Health, Behavior, and Society—Major; Spanish—Minor (December 31, 2021)
Alexandra Lynn Pritchard
Psychology
Jane Young Pritchard
English: British and American Literature—Major; Digital Media Studies in Natural Sciences—Minor
Dong Pa
Financial Economics—Major; Computer Science—Music—Minor
Keyuan Qin
Digital Media Studies
Shuang Qing
Economics
Lewis Craig Rahoy
Economics/Statistics
Samuel Borden Racheck
Mathematics—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Zuzanna Rafalowska
Geological Sciences—Major; Clinical Psychology/Engineering—Minor
Brice Micah Ramkisson
Psychology
Catherine Elizabeth Ramsey
African and African-American Studies/Dance: Dance Studies/Political Science
Anish Ashish Rana
Psychology (December 31, 2021)
Kyle Raniezewicz
Statistics—Major; Economics—Minor
Harshil Ratu
Business
Abigail Raver
Political Science/Economics
Elisabeth Danielle Rekine
Music—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor
Joseph Arthur Rende
Political Science
Julia Aileen Restivo
Psychology—Spanish—Major; Philosophy/Communication—Minor
Jasmin Richard
Psychology
Fayola Monifa Richardson
African and African-American Studies
Carolyn N. Richter
English: Creative Writing—Major; Journalism—Minor
Hugh Grant Rider Jr.
Business/Political Science
Britney Riley
English: Language, Media, and Communication/Political Science—Major; Business—Minor
Priscilla Rene Riley
Psychology
Izra Carmina Rino Soto
Film and Media Studies
Stephanie Marie Rivera
Political Science—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies—Minor
Lydia Elizabeth Robbins
Psychology—Major; Psychology—Minor
Nya Alima Robinson
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; African and African-American Studies—Minor
Elena Champagne Robson
Brain and Cognitive Sciences/Music—Major; Spanish—Minor
Degree Candidates · School of Arts & Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Yahia Ali Abdou
Chemistry

Natalasha Abrol
Business: Business Analytics

Sabrina Agina
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Cindy Teresita Aguillier
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Ruth Ngosi Agyewa
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Ziyi Ai
Mathematics

Claire Kiernzle Aikins
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Ishukan-oluwa Taiwo
Abraham
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Jose Akil
Business: Entrepreneurship

Ana Paula Alarcon Garay
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology

Jose Alejandro Alcocer Sanchez
Business: Information Systems

Asset Allibekov
Business: Finance—Major; Computer Science/ Russian—Minor

Brian Rafael Almonte
Business: Marketing

Razan Salem Aldshouri
Business: Information Systems

Antony Allen Alvarado
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Studio Arts—Major

Brian Jofre Amabilino Perez
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Benjamin Allen Applebaum Business: Finance

Addison Walter Arcuri Physics—Major; History—Minor

Mufida Muhammad Aumar
Biological Sciences: General

Kelly Faye Aspinwall Physics—Major; Spanish/ Mathematics—Minor

Alexander Jared Awad
Business: Accounting—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Ain Azudkin
Business: Finance

Jacob Back
Physics—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Mary Elizabeth Bala
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Destinie Nychole Baldonado
Statistics—Major; Mathematics/Computer Science—Minor

Samantha A. Balogh
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Isabella Maria Barbagallo
Business: Entrepreneurship—Major; Music—Minor

Cristin Jeanne Barnes
Business: Marketing

Keisha Judith Barber
Biological Sciences General—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Elana Rachel Bazer
Environmental Health—Major; Biology—Minor

Ashok Kumar Behal
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Classes: Arabic/ Economics—Minor

Daler Askhatuly Beishenbayev
Business: Finance—Major; Economics/History—Minor

Janna-Rayanne Myriam Benraiss
Business: Entrepreneurship

Clement Agyakwa Bentum
Business: Finance

Allison Estelle Bergman
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Chinese—Minor

Lucia Michael Berkhof
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Sreekavva Betha
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Minor

Shaun Bhambara
Biological Sciences: General

Dennis Boasten
Environmental Health

Matthew Stephen Boundy
Data Science

Alexander Mark Bowman
Mathematics

Rebekah Boy
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Biology—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Margaret Mary Brennan
Data Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Kurtis C. Brown
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Biology—Minor

Kirsten Elise Brownell
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Psychology—Minor

Evam Micah Bushinsky
Environmental Health—Major; Biological/Political Science—Minor

Xinyu Cai
Business: Business Analytics; Data Science

Charlotte Amalie Caldwell
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Anh Hoang Lan Cao
Business: Finance—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Beiyu Cao
Business: Business Analytics

Claire Cao
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Home Health—Minor

Hoang Minh Nguyen Cao
Physics and Astronomy—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Reema Manoj Caplash
Environmental Health—Major; Spanish—Minor

Caitlin Jane Carrato
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Chinese—Minor

Daniel Philip Carstairs
Chemistry

Quinn Cavanaugh
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Psychology—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Minghui Cen
Business: Business Analytics; Data Science

Sing Yik Chan
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Sarah Nazir Chaudhary
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology

Stefan Aslam Chaudhry
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Crystal Chavez
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Daniel Yingbo Chen
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Chemistry—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Fufu Chen
Business: Finance—Major; Economics—Minor

Junting Chen
Business: Information Systems

Ruize Chen
Business: Finance—Major; German—Minor

Yihe Chen
Data Science

Yining Chen
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Yiyuan Chen
Business: Finance

Vikram A. Chennai
Biological Sciences: Cell and Cognitive Sciences—Major; American Sign Language—Minor

Henrique Harmath de Lemos
Business: Business Analytics

Kelvoy Monique DeBraux
Business: Business Analytics

Blaise Derenze
Data Science

Amanda Noelle Despart
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Philosophy—Minor

Gal Yossif Cherki
Biological Sciences: Cell and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Vikram A. Chennai
Biological Sciences: Cell and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Qianwen Fu

Sarah Anne Fischer

John Maxwell Feldkamp

Ashwath Elangovan
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology—Major; Psychology—Minor

Payton Olivia Elliott
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Health Psychology—Minor

Coralee Ann Everett
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Psychology—Minor

Benjamin Fagin
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Leila Fahmy
Business: Finance

Sierra Jonette Falcone
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Art History—Minor

Yifan Fan
Business: Marketing—Major; East Asian Studies—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Xuchen Fang
Mathematics—Major; Philosophy/Computer Science—Minor

Sarah Alexandra Farid
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Tyler Felder
Mathematics

John Maxwell Feldkamp
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Hongbo Feng
Business: Finance

Yunfei Feng
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Statistics—Minor

Johnny R. Fernandez
Business: Finance

Alana Josephine Ferris
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Sarah Anne Fischer
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Leona Brooks Fisher
Business: Accounting—Major; Economics—Minor

Emilioan Flores
Business: Finance

Anca Gabriela Frasineanu
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Qianwu Fu
Business: Finance

Austen Tyler Fung
Business: Marketing

Zachary Paul Galek
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Epidemiology—Minor

Cesar Alexis Garcia
Business: Business Analytics

Joshua Lee Coppola
Data Science—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Abigail Rae Cramer
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Statistics—Minor

Alexander R. Crystal
Data Science

Lebing Cui
Business: Marketing

Steven Dai
Data Science—Major; Economics—Minor

Jackson Douglas Daines
Data Science

Blaise Derenze
Data Science

Amanda Noelle Despart
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Philosophy—Minor

Gal Yossif Cherki
Biological Sciences: Cell and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Vikram A. Chennai
Biological Sciences: Cell and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Qianwen Fu

Sarah Anne Fischer

John Maxwell Feldkamp

Ashwath Elangovan
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology—Major; Psychology—Minor

Payton Olivia Elliott
Biological Sciences: General—Major; Health Psychology—Minor

Coralee Ann Everett
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Psychology—Minor

Benjamin Fagin
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Leila Fahmy
Business: Finance

Sierra Jonette Falcone
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Art History—Minor

Yifan Fan
Business: Marketing—Major; East Asian Studies—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Xuchen Fang
Mathematics—Major; Philosophy/Computer Science—Minor

Sarah Alexandra Farid
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Tyler Felder
Mathematics

John Maxwell Feldkamp
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Hongbo Feng
Business: Finance

Yunfei Feng
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Statistics—Minor

Johnny R. Fernandez
Business: Finance

Alana Josephine Ferris
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Sarah Anne Fischer
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Leona Brooks Fisher
Business: Accounting—Major; Economics—Minor

Emilioan Flores
Business: Finance

Anca Gabriela Frasineanu
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Qianwu Fu
Business: Finance

Austen Tyler Fung
Business: Marketing

Zachary Paul Galek
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Epidemiology—Minor

Cesar Alexis Garcia
Business: Business Analytics
Matthew Roger Gelb  
Business: Finance—Major; Legal Studies—Minor

Robert Jay Gelb  
Business: Finance—Major; Legal Studies—Minor

Liam Noah Geyer  
Environmental Science

Syed Arslan Ghani  
Biological Sciences: Computer Science

Delicia Jasmine Gilling  
Business: Finance—Major; Economics—Minor

Emma Claire Glassie  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Spencer Gray  
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology

Thom Donald Greene  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Molly Jade Griston  
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Bioethics—Minor

Qianqian Gu*  
Business: Finance  
Data Science

Randi Gu  
Applied Mathematics

Tianhao Guan  
Business: Business Analytics

Robert Anthony Guercara  
Business: Marketing—Major; Organizational Psychology—Minor

Abigail Rose Gunther  
Business: Finance

Xiao Guo  
Business: Marketing

Toni Anne Hahn  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Farah M. Halaweh  
Business: Marketing—Major; Studio Arts—Minor

Nicholas Scott Hamilton  
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Halle Elizabeth Hanger  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Anthropology—Minor

Kunpeng Hao  
Business: Business Analytics

Eleanor Frances Harris  
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology—Major; German—Minor

Meagan Rose Harrison  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics (December 31, 2021)

Iqra Hasan  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Ena Haselijc  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Nicholas R. Haynes  
Biological Sciences: General

Kyle Sheldon Inouye  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Kira Frances Hillard  
Data Science—Major; Legal Studies/Philosophy—Minor (December 31, 2020)

Regina Hilftker  
Biological Sciences: General

Madison Alexandra Holly  
Hill-Glover Environmental Health—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Rayson Ga sing Ho  
Business: Information Systems—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities/Computer Science—Minor

Duong Thu Hoang  
Business: Business Analytics

Suzan Waters Ellingwood  
Hoffman Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Amy Hong  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Adam Richard Lewis  
Hopson Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Xinran Hou  
Business: Finance

Yiheng Hua  
Data Science

Calvin Huang  
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Howard Huang  
Physics

Pei Huang  
Business: Business Analytics

Yaozhong Huang  
Data Science

Zixiao Huang  
Mathematics

Isabel Marie Hudson  
Business: Marketing—Major; English; Theater—Minor

Jane Hur  
Business: Accounting

Lilly Anne Hutchinson  
Biological Sciences: General

Aaron Ngoi Ian Huynh  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Kyle Nhat-Khoa Huynh  
Biological Sciences—General (December 31, 2021)

Celeste Bennicof Hylton  
Business: Finance—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Katherine Blythe Jakubowski  
Business: Marketing—Major; Psychology—Minor

Ji-Ze Jang  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Computer Science—Major; Russian—Minor

Sofia Jasso Martinez  
Environmental Health

Qingyun Jia  
Biological Sciences: Chemistry—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Yan Jin  
Mathematics

Jacob Johnson  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Lucia Florence Johnson  
Business: Business Analytics

Collin Lee Jones  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; American Sign Language—Minor

Mandar N. Jurekar  
Mathematics—Major; Music—Minor

Kyohtomeko Kao  
Business: Business Analytics

Maggie Marie Kane  
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Alexandra Nicole Kaplan  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Gevher Eyitha Karboga  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

George Kassis  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Electrical Engineering—Minor

Veronica Kavalieres  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Psychology—Minor

John Gregory Kelley  
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Health, Behavior, and Society/Chemistry—Minor

Joshua Kerzhner  
Business: Marketing

Damian Khan  
Physics—Major; Mathematics/Computer Science—Minor

Akil Sanjay Kholawadwala  
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Hannah Kim  
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Economics—Minor

June Kim  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Psychology—Minor

Victoria Klarer  
Environmental Health

Donny Ko  
Business: Entrepreneurship—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Kevin Richard Kovach  
Physics and Astronomy—Major; Philosophy/ Mathematics—Minor

Ankit Kumar  
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Business—Minor

Lucy Kunhardt  
Environmental Science—Major; Anthropology—Minor

Cayoung Kwon  
Business: Accounting

Plue Huan Lam  
Mathematics—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Kathryn Kenney Lang  
Biological Sciences: General

Dainavelys Maria Lara  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Lucas Larkin  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Thinh Dat huu Le  
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Psychology—Minor

Jennifer Kate Lee  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Psychology—Minor

Jenice Lee  
Data Science

Kyoungtaek Lee  
Applied Mathematics (December 31, 2021)

Yoonin Lee  
Environmental Health

Zhiyu Lei*  
Applied Mathematics  
Data Science

Eric James Levine  
Business: Finance—Minor

Evan James Levine  
Applied Mathematics

Jennifer Kate Lee  
Mathematics

Angrar Li*  
Business: Finance—Major

Disheng Li*  
Statistics  
Business: Finance

Karlin Li  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Ruixuan Li  
Mathematics

Xiang Li  
Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Xin Li  
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Xiuyi Li  
Mathematics

Xueqian Li  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Yiwei Li  
Data Science

Yueming Li  
Business: Marketing—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Zhiyi Li  
Business: Finance

Xinran Liao  
Business: Business Analytics

Samuel James Libraurato  
Mathematics

Michael Thiam-keit Lim  
Biological Sciences: General

Conner Joseph Lin  
Biological Sciences: General

Qian Lin*  
Business: Business Analytics

Zhili Lin  
Business: Accounting (December 31, 2021)

Zhenyu Liu  
Business: Finance

Christina Liu  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Hongbo Liu*  
Physics—Major; Business—Minor

Jialin Liu  
Mathematics—Major; Business: Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Jiang Liu  
Applied Mathematics

Jiaxin Liu  
Data Science

Kevin Liu  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Purui Liu  
Business: Marketing

Ruixi Liu  
Applied Mathematics

Tianxiang Liu  
Data Science

Hongbo Liu*  
Business: Business Analytics

Yiwen Ma  
Business: Finance—Major; Economics—Minor

Maolong  
Environmental Health—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Fang Meng  
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Bevin Nivenath  
Manuelpilla  
Environmental Health—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Waner Mao  
Business: Finance—Major; Brain and Cognitive Sciences/Japanese—Minor

Xinyi Mao  
Business: Finance

Yihong Mao*  
Applied Mathematics

Zhongyi Mao  
Business: Finance

Bo Peng  
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Rhoda Kandi Maronga  
Environmental Science

Amanda Brooke Martin  
Business: Business Analytics

Michele Martino  
Mathematics

Adham Mashaly  
Business: Entrepreneurship

Sera Delia Matera  
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Jacob Matzat  
Business: Accounting—Major; Economics—Minor

Julia Grace McDonough  
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Kaelyn Sophia  
McFarlane-Connelly Chemistry—Major; Materials Science—Minor

Samantha Shea McBibbon  
Business: Accounting—Major; Latin-American Studies/Spanish Economics—Minor

Liam P. McManus  
Business: Finance—Major; Philosophy—Minor
Marysol Mendoza Elias
Biological Sciences—Major; Microbiology—Major; Social and Emotional Development—Minor

Neeraja Menon
Business: Business Analytics

Charles Michael Metz
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Art History/Chemistry—Minor

Emma Elizabeth Michaels
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Jacob Alexander Miller
Mathematics

Summer Elizabeth Mills
Physics and Astronomy—Major; Dance/Mathematics—Minor

Xiaojun Min
Statistics

Yucheng Min
Chemistry

Zhenning Mo
Business: Finance

Lauren Elizabeth Moga
Environmental Health—Major; Dance—Minor

John Arthur Monroe
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Chemistry/Health, Behavior, and Society—Minor

Taylor Eleanor Moore
Biological Sciences: General

Jesaline A. Morales
Biology: Neuroscience

Jorge Armando Morales Aguilà
Business: Entrepreneurship

Ben Lyter Morbeck
Geological Sciences

Kattlyn Elizabeth Morgan
Biology: Microbiology—Major; History—Minor

Brenda Mpore Rusaro
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Health, Behavior, and Society/Biomedical Engineering—Minor

Laura C. Mueller
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Shannon Marie Mulcahy
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Psychology—Minor

Gabriella Elisabeth Murdocch
Business: Finance—Major; Film and Media Studies—Minor

Isabel Melinda Murphy
Environmental Science

Zachary James Edward Mustin
Data Science

Daniel W. Mwangi
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Chinese—Minor

Arian Nadimjazdah
Mathematics

Keisuke Nakamura
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Chinese—Minor

Nicolete Nanis
Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Shea Michael Nash
Business: Finance—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Shefali Ashraf Negm
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology

Thomas Murphy Nelson
Business: Finance—Major; Mathematics—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Arianna Nentzar
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Richard Joseph Nesler
Business: Business Analytics

Kenneth D. Newman
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology

Justin Dat Nguyen
Business: Accounting

Monique Marie Nichols
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Chemistry/ Spanish—Minor

Elena Mary Nicotra
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics (December 31, 2021)

Chenzi Nie
Business: Finance

Junie Niu
Data Science

Gabrielle Anne Novak
Statistics—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Christabel Nteze Kirenga
Business: Marketing

Emily Rose O’Brien
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Luke Daniel O’Connol
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Eleanor Elizabeth O’Neill
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Thomas Goodrich O’Neill
Mathematics—Major; Physics—Minor

Dong Joon Oh
Business: Entrepreneurship

Uzoma Ohajekwe
Data Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Juliana Lynn Okoniewski
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Biology—Minor

Marie Helene Olland
Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Hans Ivan Orup
Business: Finance—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Isabella Marie Orup
Biological Sciences: General

Jacosn Ostri
Mathematics

Zane Jordan Oter
Data Science—Major; Statistics/Computer Science—Minor

Zagadou Daniella Oyotode
Business: Finance

Lloyd Whiterton Park
Data Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Jiahui Pan
Business: Business Analytics—Major; Japanese—Minor

Ziqing Pan
Mathematics—Major; Psychology—Minor

Angela Jean Park
Biological Sciences: General

Daniel Junghyun Park
Business: Marketing

Pummo Park
Business: Business Analytics

Aesch Pryan Patel
Business: Finance

Dhara Patel
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies—Minor

Robert Petrovyan
Business: Marketing

Duy Minh Pham
Data Science

Tuan Pham
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Lucas Pharranaravong
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Kelly Christine Phelan
Biological Sciences: General—Major; American Sign Language/ Psychology—Minor

Kattlyn Elizabeth Phillips
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Dance/Health—Major; Psychology—Minor

Sasha Katrina Piancouski
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Psychobiology—Minor

Katharina Piancouski Marshall
Business: Finance—Major; Economics—Minor

Aimee Lissette Pina
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Anese Pinnokkpin
Environmental Science

Ryan Pohorecn
Chemistry—Major; Biology—Minor

 Vishal Raj Pujhak
Mathematics

Evan Michael Pollack
Business: Information Systems

Alexandra Povlowy
Statistics—Major; Political Science—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Margaret Helen Polorell
Physics—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Daria Potapova
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology—Major; Japanese—Minor

Enyxa Yvette Povuentd
Biological Sciences: Computational Biology—Major; Statistics—Minor (December 31, 2021)

Sarah Michal Preuss
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Psychology—Minor

Alexandra Lynn Pritchard
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Nikol Prutsik
Biological Sciences: General

Gavin Joseph Probst
Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Pasquala Stefano Procaccino
Business: Business Analytics

Keshu Qin
Business: Finance

Keyuan Qin
Business: Business Analytics

Ang Qi
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics

Caitlin Heidi Quinn
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Dance—Minor

Rafael Ramirez Giron
Biological Sciences: Microbiology

Matthew Christopher Randall
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Philosophy—Minor

Joshua Samuel Ratajczak
Physics and Astronomy—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Sam Elishet Raudales Pineda
Business: Marketing—Major; Spanish—Minor

Sinadra Gabriella Redding
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Psychology—Minor

Sasha Karina Piancouski
Business: Finance—Major; Economics—Minor

Kai Jason Reed
Physics—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Jasmin Richard
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Briyana Danielle Richardson
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Carolyn N. Richter
Business: Marketing

Michaela Elizabeth Ricker
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Joseph Anthony Ricottone
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Music—Minor

Atalanta Cao Ritter
Biological Sciences: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology—Major; History—Minor

Omaira Sofia Rivera
Vanzquez
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry

Destinee Rodriguez
Environmental Health

Jordan Michael Rodriguez
Applied Mathematics

Elizabeth Rachel Roe
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; French—Minor

Holly Anne Rowland
Environmental Health (December 31, 2021)

Eli Thomas Roz
Biological Sciences: General

Alexandra Grace Sakai
Biological Sciences: Microbiology—Major; Epidemiology—Minor

Dennis Enrique Salinas Mejia
Biological Sciences: Biochemistry—Major; Epidemiology—Minor

Chloé Lucia Salone
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience

Nandini Joy Samanta
Biological Sciences: Molecular Genetics—Major; Statistics—Minor

Michelle Marie Sandoval
Siman
Business: Finance

Faisal Falalu San
Business: Finance

Rebecca Raj Sarin
Data Science

Emma Rose Schechter
Data Science

Jack Ronald Schneider
Geological Sciences—Major; Creative Writing—Minor

Katherine Rose Seeman
Applied Mathematics

Cesar Segundo Corona
Applied Mathematics

Edmund Jonathan Sepeku
Physics and Astronomy

Ruoming Sha
Business: Marketing

Trishna Shah
Biological Sciences: Neuroscience—Major; Clinical Psychology/Studio Arts/Computer Science—Minor

Qiaijian Shao
Mathematics

Yihan Shao*
Applied Mathematics

Abdul Rastashin
Data Science

Alyssa Lorettta Steger
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Digital Media Studies in Natural Sciences—Minor

Hristijan Stojevic
Optical Engineering

Alexandra Riley Stone
Biological Sciences: Cell and Developmental Biology—Major; Anthropology—Minor

Emma Louise Sturman
Brain and Cognitive Sciences—Major; Biology/Statistics—Minor
Bachelor of Arts
Eric Michael Anderson
Computer Science

Kamil Ahmed Aslam
Computer Science

Quince Tillen Assault
Computer Science

Michael Howard Doro Bashner
Computer Science—Major; Linguistics—Major; Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies—Minor

Joshua Bates Wang
Engineering Science

Elana Chen-Jones
Computer Science

Joshua Choi
Computer Science

Caden John Cole
Computer Science—Major; Business—Minor

Nishant Ian Datta
Computer Science

Emmanuel Adugna Debessa
Computer Science

Maegan Gabrielle Fish
Computer Science

Kelley Ann Foley
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Qianwen Fu
Computer Science—Major; Japanese—Minor

Benson Wanjohi Gathee
Computer Science (December 31, 2021)

Robert Eion Gorman
Engineering Science—Major; Business—Minor

Benjamin Meyer Horn
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Jun Hur
Computer Science—Major; Business—Minor

Abdou Kaira
Computer Science

Yena Ilene Kang
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Veronica Kavalieros
Computer Science

Desmond Lai
Computer Science

Benjamin Isaac Lapidus
Computer Science

Christopher Tongjoo Lee
Computer Science

Matthew D. Leone
Computer Science (December 31, 2021)

Christina Liu
Computer Science

PraPriTha Maharan
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Claude Jason Mulindi
Engineering Science—Major; Business—Minor

Ariel Daniel Murillo
Hermita
Engineering Science

Arian Nadjmzadrah
Computer Science

Jaewoo Joshua Nam
Engineering Science

Chinedu Emeka Ndukau
Computer Science—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Zagadou Daniella Oyotrode
Computer Science

Abner Xavier Peña Carrión
Computer Science

Pham Thi Ngoc Thanh
Computer Science

Samuel Tyler Phillips
Engineering Science

Alejandro Ramirez
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities/Psychology—Minor

Marco Scarlata
Computer Science

Karelina Schaub
Engineering Science

Katherine Rose Seeman
Computer Science

Syeda Sarah Shahrin
Computer Science

Arnab Sharma
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Vibhav Pratap Singh
Computer Science

Connor Talianich
Computer Science

Aditya Srivastava Tangirla
Computer Science—Major; Organizational Psychology—Minor

Mary Catherine Vining
Computer Science

Winnie Wan
Computer Science

Anyah C. Wright
Engineering Science

Kevin Yang
Computer Science

Sarah Zaman
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Adrian Mc Arthur Zhang
Computer Science

Rowland Zhang
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics/Music—Minor

ShiCheng Zhang
Computer Science

Bachelor of Science
Ahmad Abdal Qader
Biomedical Engineering

Aayman Ahmed Abdellatif
Electrical and Computer Engineering

 Kareem Ashraf Helmy
Abdelmagoud
Chemical Engineering

Amanda Rose Adams
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Spanish—Minor

Jarrell R. Aguilar
Chemical Engineering

Juan Aguilar
Computer Science—Major; Business—Minor

Hanyia Fatima Ahmed
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Meah Tahlim Ahmed
Biomedical Engineering

Ziyyi Ali
Computer Science

Raghad Al Talleb
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Business/Computer Science—Minor

Jose Alejandro Alcocer
Sanchez
Computer Science

Musab Abdullah Aldosari
Chemical Engineering

Stuart Ian Aldred
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Abdulrahman Basmaj H. Alkhali
Biomedical Engineering

Hussain Almattar
Computer Science

Melanie Almenas
Mechanical Engineering—Major; American Sign Language—Minor

Razan Salem Alshibli
Computer Science

Jordan Nicholas Altomare
Computer Science

Usman Amin
Computer Science

Abd-Allah Amjad Abu-Omar
Biomedical Engineering

Thomas Anderson
Mechanical Engineering—Major; Electrical Engineering—Minor

Rachel Fuqian Anthony
Mechanical Engineering

Mauricio David Araiza Canale
Chemical Engineering—Major; Japanese—Minor

Sarah May Atterbury
Computer Science—Major; Linguistics—Minor

Annapaula Avila
Biomedical Engineering

Marianna Aviles Jutis
Biomedical Engineering

Anna Simmons Baber
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Seungwo Baik
Computer Science

Hailey Jordan Baker
Chemical Engineering

Aminatou Bako Bagassa
Chemical Engineering

Ryan Allen Balloun
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Chinese—Minor

Gradi Ba-twula Bambonga
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

John Dalton Bates
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Ryan Lee Belan
Computer Science

William S. Bellows
Audio and Music Engineering

Eileen Faly Bequette
Mechanical Engineering

Carter Gerald Borddeaud
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Business—Minor

Luis Benito Borja
Biomedical Engineering

Ogjeno Bosii
Mechanical Engineering—Major; Archaeology, Technology, and Historical Structures/German—Minor

Ahmed Boufar
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics/Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Alexander Mark Bowman
Computer Science

Loc Duc Bui
Computer Science

Max Anthony Buras
Computer Science—Major; Philosophy—Minor

Matthew Xavier Burns
Computer Science

Joseph Russell Butler
Computer Science (December 31, 2021)

Lingyi Cai
Optics

Neaj Yigit Can
Biomedical Engineering

John Colan Canning
Electrical and Computer Engineering

James Patrick Carl
Mechanical Engineering

Benjamin David Carleton
Computer Science

Daniel Merel Carter
Chemical Engineering

Suet Ying Chan
Optical Engineering

Stephen Donahue
Chemistry

Chastity Caroline Chavez
Biomedical Engineering

Gal Yossef Cherki
Computer Science

Arumehig Chouijilouren
Chemical Engineering

Ali Choudhry
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Vakhtang Chulukhadze
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Eric James Cioci
Audio and Music Engineering

Cassius Gregory Clove
Audio and Music Engineering—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Jason Lemuol Cobham
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ryan Paul Cuccuzzo
Computer Science

Benjamin Alex Cohen
Optical Engineering

Daniel Aaron Cohen
Mechanical Engineering

Evan Cohen-Doy
Computer Science (December 31, 2021)

Cheick Bafa Rocco
Chemical Engineering

Blake Ryan Curlee
Mechanical Engineering

George Robert Cusack
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Arpeci Tufan Dabbihe
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Business—Minor

Nikola Danevski
Computer Science

Jonah Matthew Vitello
Davis
Computer Science—Major; Classical Civilization—Linguistics—Minor

Kashish Gokul Dewmani
Computer Science

Jenna E. Diamico
Geomechanics—Major, Sustainability—Minor
Margaret Kathleen Dix
Mechanical Engineering—Minor; Economics—Minor

Thomas Reilly Dolan
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Studio Arts—Minor

Nicholas Scott Chapmen
Donnell
Chemical Engineering

Caden Thomas Dowd
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Ingrid Roselyn Dukundane
Biomedical Engineering

Anurag Dwivedi
Biomedical Engineering

William A. Eisdol
Optical Engineering

Junis Elmekçu
Computer Science—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Eric Joseph Elias
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Justin Maxwell Fargnoli
Computer Science

Omolede Chiwemdu Fasu
Chemical Engineering

Stefanie Frances Faucher
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Melissa Feliz
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Spanish—Minor

Max Albert Fernandez
Chemical Engineering—Major; Music—Minor

Margaret Sophia Flaum
Biomedical Engineering

Jared Max Forer
Mechanical Engineering—Major; History—Minor

Peter John Francis
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Kalen Jake Frieberg
Computer Science

Mega Danielle Frost
Optics—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Joseph Alton Frye
Chemical Engineering

Lucia Fuentes Noriega
Computer Science—Major; History—Minor

George Tian Funkenbusch
Optics

Tersur Basil Gaji
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Henry Michael Gardner
Computer Science

Paige Gardner
Chemical Engineering—Major; Spanish—Minor

Ana Cristina Garduno
Mechanical Engineering—Major; Business—Minor

Mahan Mahsa Morsali
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Business—Minor

Avery Taylor Gilman
Biomedical Engineering

Ava Elizabeth Giorgianni
Biomedical Engineering

Hannah Pearl Glucksman
Biomedical Engineering

Omri Goldenberg
Computer Science

Aidan Goldfarb
Computer Science

Juan Gomez Lagandara
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Sarah Diane Grabowsk
Optical Engineering—Major; French—Minor

Elizabeth Camilla
Greenwood
Mechanical Engineering

Shiyao Guo
Computer Science—Major; Business—Minor

Ahmet Mete Gurcan
Biomedical Engineering

Asmaa Bint Selma
Chemical Engineering—Major; Chemistry—Minor

Faraa Rana Hamad
Chemical Engineering—Major; Environmental Engineering—Minor

Omar Hamad
Mechanical Engineering—Major; Archaeology, Technology, and Historical Structures—Minor

Zachary Robert Hamann
Computer Science

Noah Han
Geomechanics

Mathias Pihl Hansen
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Laura Katherine Harder
Chemical Engineering

Hanne Sørensen
Mechanical Engineering

Hamza Hasan
Biomedical Engineering

Megan Elizabeth Hauer
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Business—Minor

Samuel Broderick Hauser
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Physics—Minor

Rachael He
Studio Arts/Electrical Engineering—Minor

Connor Michael Heckman
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Optics—Minor

Benned John Hedgeard
Computer Science

Shira Yael Hersch
Mechanical Engineering

Miller Rayne Hickman
Computer Science—Major; Music/Audio and Music Engineering/Innovation—Minor

Câm Linh Hoàng
Biomedical Engineering—Major; German/Sustainability—Minor

Andrew Hodge
Mechanical Engineering

Preston Douglas Hopper
Chemical Engineering

Timothy Mark Hornick
Computer Science—Major; History—Minor

Roka Kawagushi Hosono
Chemical Engineering

Frederick Gramlisch
Howard
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Physics—Minor

Wesley Zijun Huang
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jacen Trevor Hufnagle
Computer Science—Major; History—Minor

William Dempsey Hulseby
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Anis Irziović
Optical Engineering—Major; German—Minor

Bright Chukwuemeka Ine
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Akrum Bilal Ismail
Chemical Engineering

Justin Ronald Jablonski
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Biology—Minor

Joshua Martin Jacobs-Rehms
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Zheng Jie Jang
Computer Science (December 31, 2021)

Kelly Rubens Jean
Mechanical Engineering

Emory Lockwood Jenkins
Optics

Carol Jerotich
Mechanical Engineering

Chenhao Jian
Mechanical Engineering—Major; Optics—Minor

Liuwei Jiang
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Tianwei Jiang
Audio and Music Engineering

Yifan Jiang
Computer Science

Chloe Marie Jones
Biomedical Engineering

Mitchell Trevor Graham Jones
Computer Science—Major; Political Science—Minor

Tatenda Robson Jonga
Chemical Engineering

Mahmud Jumaa
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Maren Minli Jiang
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Chemical Engineering—Minor

Orin Jie Jun Huang
Computer Science

Samantha Rose Kapusny
Chemical Engineering—Major; Mechanical Engineering—Minor

Samantha Rose Kapusny
Mechanical Engineering

Anela Karamustafı
Computer Science

Jacob Eliot Kelley
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Spanish—Minor

Benjamin Ward Kevelson
Audio and Music Engineering

Nugzar N. Khalvashi
Computer Science

Justin Ronald Jablonski
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Biology—Minor

Joshua Martin Jacobs-Rehms
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ji-Ze Jang
Computer Science

Karissa Kristina King
Computer Science—Major; French—Minor

Keelin Cera Klare
Biomedical Engineering

Alexander David Kleerup
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Carolyn Rose Koch
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Bioethics—Minor

Abdallah Emad Kokash
Computer Science

Eli Savedoff Kosson
Chemical Engineering

Scungmin Kuk
Computer Science

Jae Hyun Kwak
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jonathan H. Lai
Computer Science

Ronald Lakony
Biomedical Engineering

Joseph LaVecchia
Computer Science—Major; Mechanical Engineering—Minor; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Madison Li Shan Lang
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

David Jeffrey Lau
Computer Science

Hoang Hui Le
Computer Science

Thang Chi Quoc Le
Electrical and Computer Engineering—Major; Economics—Minor

Ran Dror Arie Lemberg
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Becky Lemenich
Computer Science

Theodore Matthew Leon
Computer Science

William Edison Levison
Computer Science

Kexin Li
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Rury Li
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Epidemiology—Minor

Sizhe Li
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Steven Li
Computer Science—Major; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Zihan Li
Optical Engineering—Major; Electrical Engineering—Minor

Karin Cera Klare
Biomedical Engineering

Alexander David Kleerup
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Liyang Lin
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Qi Qian
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Mechanical Engineering—Minor

Shubhav Chopra
Computer Science

Ronald Lakony
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Mechanical Engineering—Minor; Digital Media Studies in Humanities—Minor

Jacob Henry Lovell
Computer Science

John Emerson Lubly
Mechanical Engineering

Fanguy Luo
Computer Science

Owen Matthew Lynch
Optical Engineering

Janwei Ma
Audio and Music Engineering

Ryan D. Maciel
Computer Science—Major; Art History—Minor

Abhishek Kumar Mahon
Computer Science—Major; Business—Minor

Vladimir Maksimovski
Computer Science—Major; Mathematics—Minor

Alex Vaughan Mancuso
Audio and Music Engineering—Major; Music—Minor

Danielle Ghassan Marouni
Biomedical Engineering—Major; Clinical Psychology—Minor

Antonio Martinez
Computer Science—Major; Computer Science—Minor

Delaney Elisabeth Martino
Biomedical Engineering

Harris Mawardi
Mechanical Engineering

Kazimieras Mozina
Chemical Engineering

Bekkada Debebe
Mechanics

Mazen Mezaid
Biomedical Engineering

Ali Muya Mganga
Mechanical Engineering

Noah Alexander Miller
Audio and Music Engineering

Xiaojun Min
Computer Science

Gebir Mekonnen
Computer Science

Daniah Nicole Molnar
Mechanical Engineering

Alex Mikael Mononen
Computer Science—Major; Psychology as a Social Science—Minor

Robert Moore
Optical Engineering
Master of Science
Anil Adharapurapu
Biomedical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Esosa Agbongiator
Mechanical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Adnan Najeeb Alabbar
Optics (August 31, 2021)
Luis Arturo Aleman
Castaneda
Optics (August 31, 2021)
Vernice Alyssa Dignos
Alpuerto
Technical Entrepreneurship and Management (August 31, 2021)
Jie An
Computer Science (August 31, 2021)
Younggeun An
Computer Science (August 31, 2021)
Noah C. Anderson
Mechanical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Sheryl Lindsay Arun
Devaraj
Technical Entrepreneurship and Management (August 31, 2021)
Shruti Aryal
Biomedical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Arjun Ashok
Biomedical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Oluwaseyi Peace Ayeni
Technical Entrepreneurship and Management (August 31, 2021)
Veerendra Balchand
Electrical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
Jing Bi
Computer Science (August 31, 2021)
Adam S. Briggs
Optics (August 31, 2021)
Zhao Hann Cheah
Optics (August 31, 2021)
Jiahui Chen
Entrepreneurship and Technical Entrepreneurship (August 31, 2021)
Luis Arturo Aleman
Castaneda
Electrical Engineering (August 31, 2021)
"COMMENCEMENT 2022"
Eastman School of Music

Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Music

Kristin Grace Andlauer
Applied Music (Horn)

Seoyun Back
Applied Music (Piano)

Emma Grace Ballie
Applied Music (Double Bass)—Major; Studio Arts—Minor

Ryan Barski
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Lauren Bayles
Applied Music (Double Bass)—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Josella Elise Becker
Applied Music (Cello), with Distinction

Charles Christopher Berofsky
Applied Music (Piano)/Music Composition, with High Distinction

Luke Joseph Brennan
Applied Music (Organ)

Ian Richard Briffa
Applied Music (Piano), with Distinction

Joshua Bullock
Applied Music (Oboe)

Cameron Burch
Applied Music (Euphonium)/Music Education

Joseph Harrison Caplin
Applied Music (Voice)

Lauren Carroll Case
Applied Music (Voice)

Hans Chan
Applied Music (Piano), with Distinction

Andrew Jun Chen
Applied Music (Piano)

Annie Chen
Applied Music (Violin)

Anthony Chen
Music Education

Yan Tong Chen
Applied Music (Piano)

Alfred Cheng
Applied Music (Violin)

Amy Nien Chiang
Applied Music (Violin)

Phoebe Chu
Applied Music (Cello)/Musical Arts, with Distinction

Trevor Siu-Shun Chu
Applied Music (Saxophone), with High Distinction

Jenna Rose Nicole Cipolla
Applied Music (Voice)—Major; Music Cognition—Minor

Christopher Wayne Clark
Applied Music (Trumpet)

Elise Ning-Er Cole
Applied Music (Cello)

Evan Samuel Curatolo
Applied Music (Flute)—Major; Art History—Minor, with Distinction

Abigail Suzanne Davidson
Applied Music (Horn)—Major; German—Minor, with High Distinction

Yifan Deng
Music Education

Boubacar Diallo
Applied Music (Cello)

Maxwell Morris Dichter
Applied Music (Euphonium)

Steven R. Dong
Applied Music (Piano), with Highest Distinction

Hannah Duff
Music Education—Major; Spanish—Minor, with High Distinction

Jackson James Duffy
Applied Music (Tuba)

Payton Emma Dzikian
Applied Music (Double Bass)/Music Education, with Distinction

Amelia Rae Eckloff
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Dantong Feng
Applied Music (Piano)

Maxwell Flores
Applied Music (Voice)

Luke Michael Fox
Applied Music (Trumpet), with High Distinction

Christina Lydia Gangi
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Yuanning Gao
Music Composition

McKenzee Leigh Garey
Applied Music (Voice), with High Distinction

Michael Goldenstein
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Gwendolyn Jean Goodman
Applied Music (Oboe)—Major; Spanish—Minor, with Distinction

Anna Marie Aebel Grouch
Applied Music (Cello)/Musical Arts

Ivy Alexandra Gulakiew
Applied Music (Trombone), with Distinction

Ethan Michael Hall
Applied Music (Percussion)—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Kang-Il Iros Han
Applied Music (Violin)

Zunhao He
Applied Music (Percussion)

Isabelle Hsiat
Applied Music (Piano)

Michael Joseph Huerta
Applied Music (Flute)

Adrian Jackson
Applied Music (Viola)

Yuchen Jin
Applied Music (Piano)

Cooper Johnson
Applied Music (Percussion)

Cailin Erin Jordan
Applied Music (Voice)—Major; Italian—Minor, with Distinction

Austin Keck
Applied Music (Percussion)—Major; Audio and Music Engineering—Minor

Liam Keefe
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Hannah Kim
Applied Music (Violin)—Major; Art History—Minor

Hyoe Kim
Applied Music (Flute)—Major; Digital Media Studies—Minor

Ji Heon Kim
Applied Music (Clarinet)

Miles Kim
Applied Music (Percussion), with High Distinction

Min Jee Kim
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Richard Jac Yoon Kim
Applied Music (Saxophone), with High Distinction

Robert Landi
Applied Music (Voice) (December 31, 2021)

Connor Allen Landers
Applied Music (Horn)

Robert Landi
Applied Music (Voice) (December 31, 2021)

Isabella Catherine Lau
Applied Music (Trombone)

Fiona J. Lessell
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Amelia Libbey
Applied Music (Flute)—Major; Art History—Minor, with Distinction

Haitian Liu
Applied Music (Viola)

Wenxin Luo
Applied Music (Piano)

Alex Lynch
Applied Music (Oboe)

King Him Jerry Mak
Applied Music (Trumpet)

Gabrielle Malaniak
Applied Music (Viola)

Leonardo Matsuoka
Applied Music (Violin)

Dyrel Jarrett Ryan May
Applied Music (Flute)

Joseph McCann
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Wade McClung
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Sarah McClung
Major; Audio and Music Engineering

Owen McCready
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Nathan Millsap
McKinstry

Michael Miller
Applied Music (Clarinet)

Rita Rose Monahan
Applied Music (Viola)

Sooyoung Moon
Applied Music (Violin)

Sophia Moreira
Applied Music (Viola)

Andrew Michael Morthun
Music Education

Joseph Paul Moruzzi
Applied Music (Saxophone), with Distinction

Jackson Doral Murphy
Applied Music (Trombone)

Aidan Thomas Murrow
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media

Ho Fei Ng
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Alexander Nick
Applied Music (Voice)/Music Education, with High Distinction

Jordan Oliveira
Applied Music (Tuba)

Jacaranda Ostrie
Applied Music (Flute)

Isabella Catherine Lau
Applied Music (Trombone)

Fiona J. Lessell
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Joseph Ozuna
Applied Music (Guitar)

Aidan Pasquale
Applied Music (Double Bass)

Ana Pinedo Hernández
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Aditi Ashwarya Prakash
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

André Ramos de Souza
Applied Music (Guitar)

Austen Ratliff
Applied Music (Tuba)

Jacob Eugene Rollins
Applied Music (Viola)

Hannah Nicole Rosen
Applied Music (Piano)

Hannah Robin
Applied Music (Cello), with Distinction

William Herbert Sands V
Applied Music (Horn), with Distinction

Alyssa Marie Acero Santos
Applied Music (Organ), with Distinction

Jasmine Christina Saunders
Applied Music (Voice), with Highest Distinction

Peter Schoekopff
Applied Music (Voice) (February 18, 2022)

Sooyoung Moon
Applied Music (Violin)

Ashley Shah
Applied Music (Clarinet)

Nicholas Robert Shafter
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Veronica Siebert
Applied Music (Voice)

Tatia Marie Slouka
Applied Music (Bassoon)—Major; German—Minor, with Distinction

Kevin Joseph Spooner
Applied Music (Violin)

Brian Stewart
Applied Music (Oboe)/Music Education

Fanshu Sun
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Shawn Christopher Thoma
Applied Music (Cello)

Anna Thompson
Applied Music (Viola)

Elia Irene Koran Torres
Applied Music (Voice), with High Distinction

Ian van Nuyse
Applied Music (Saxophone)

Wilson VanderSlice
Applied Music (Cello)

Andrea Lesly Velasquez
Applied Music (Flute)

Ashley Lynn Vogler
Applied Music (Viola)

Markie Ariel Walton
Applied Music (Double Bass)/Musical Arts—Major; English Literature—Minor, with Distinction

Jazmine Christina Saunders
Applied Music (Voice), with Distinction

Nathaniel Zhang
Applied Music (Piano)

Yiqiu Zhang
Applied Music (Violin), with Distinction

Yinteng Zhao
Applied Music (Piano)

Hamza Zhu
Applied Music (Violin)
Master of Arts
Samantha Alyssia Andrew
Music Leadership (August 31, 2022)
Logan Barrett
Music Composition (December 31, 2021)
Sarah Elizabeth Bertrand
Music Leadership (August 31, 2022)
Jonathan Anthony Fleichman
Music Education (August 31, 2022)
Lauren Paula Ganger
Musicology (December 31, 2021)
Robert Hamilton
Music Theory (December 31, 2021)
Kyle Edward Harris
Music Education
Elena Crystal Harroun
Music Leadership (August 31, 2021)
Michael Anthony Jones
Music Leadership (August 31, 2022)
Young Jun Lee
Music Composition
Eleanor Price
Musicology (December 31, 2021)
Pallas Catennella Riedler
Ethnomusicology (February 18, 2022)
Andrea Rivera-Luna
Music Education
Emma Louise Hartwell
St. Amand
Musicology
Maxwell Isaac Szwertka
Music Leadership (August 31, 2022)
Yi Yang
Ethnomusicology

Master of Music
Oleg V. Babkov
Performance and Literature (Cello)
Edward Thomas Bland
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Matthew David Boice
Performance and Literature (Bassoon) (August 31, 2022)
Stephanie Kate Bonk
Performance and Literature (Viola)
Samuel William Bouny
Performance and Literature (Cello)
Katherine Paige Bruns
Performance and Literature (Oboe)
Brittney Bryanna Burgess
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Joshua Carlisle
Performance and Literature (Voice)
I-Hsiang Chao
Performance and Literature (Piano)
Anduo Chen
Performance and Literature (Piano)
Elizabeth Cailyn Clark
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Rebecca Coupe Franks
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
Christian Davakis
Performance and Literature (Voice) (December 31, 2021)
Andrew Josiah Dill
Music Education
Patrick Dugan
Performance and Literature (Double Bass)
Jonathan Fenwick
Performance and Literature (Piano)
Matthew Stephen Figel
Performance and Literature (Piano)
Abby Lynne Fuller
Performance and Literature (Trumpet) (February 18, 2022)
Anna Ramtrir Gasanova
Performance and Literature (Viola)
Zachary Andrew Goldstein
Performance and Literature (Clarinet)
Jianyi Gu
Performance and Literature (Piano)
Steven Hardy
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
Megan Alyssa Hendrix
Music Education
Darren Huang
Contemporary Media and Film Composition (August 31, 2021)
Yanhua Huang
Performance and Literature (Trombone) (August 31, 2022)
Chihiro Kathleen Kakishima
Performance and Literature (Violin)
Isaiah Wesley Keith
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
Jenna Elizabeth Kent
Performance and Literature (Clarinet)
Alizbata Katrinia Kirby-Kopczynski
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Django Christian Klumpp
Performance and Literature (Guitar)
Anna Junghyun Lee
Performance and Literature (Violin)
Kasumi Leonard
Performance and Literature (Flute)
Ka Ming Leung
Performance and Literature (Saxophone)
Ava Linvog
Piano Accompanying and Chamber Music
Nanqiao Liu
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
Alissa Mary Magee
Early Music
Kathleen McFarland
Performance and Literature (Viola)
Andrea Marie McLaugh
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Eric Douglas Meinecke
Conducting
William Christopher Newton II
Performance and Literature (Percussion)
Elise DeMotte Noyes
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Georgia Pappas
Performance and Literature (Voice)
William Arthur Petito
Music Education (August 31, 2021)
Daphne Jean Pickens
Music Education (December 31, 2021)
Logan Christopher Pintor
Performance and Literature (Trumpet) (October 1, 2022)
Bergen Constance Price
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Can Yang Zi Qun
Performance and Literature (Harq)
Robert Anthony Raso
Performance and Literature (Voice)
James Reed Ricotta
Performance and Literature (Trumpet)
Samuel Gallimore Robertson
Performance and Literature (Flute)
Angela E. Rubin
Performance and Literature (Violin)
Dylan Lee Sanzenbacher
Early Music
Christopher Randall Stambaugh
Opera–Stage Directing
Bergven Wesley Toverud
Performance and Literature (Voice) (December 31, 2021)
Madeleine Rose Snow
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Ava Linvog
Piano Accompanying and Chamber Music
Nanqiao Liu
Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
Alissa Mary Magee
Early Music
Kathleen McFarland
Performance and Literature (Viola)
Andrea Marie McLaugh
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Eric Douglas Meinecke
Conducting
William Christopher Newton II
Performance and Literature (Percussion)
Elise DeMotte Noyes
Performance and Literature (Voice)
Georgia Pappas
Performance and Literature (Voice)
William Arthur Petito
Music Education (August 31, 2021)
Daphne Jean Pickens
Music Education (December 31, 2021)
Logan Christopher Pintor
Performance and Literature (Trumpet) (October 1, 2022)
School of Medicine and Dentistry

Degree Candidates

Master of Arts
Robert Beblavy
Statistical Sciences (October 1, 2021)
Jonathan Kurt Krs
Statistics (February 18, 2022)
Ricardo José López Candelaria
Statistics (February 18, 2022)
Samantha Manning
Statistics (October 1, 2021)
Lucas Roy McNam
Statistics (February 18, 2022)
Hannah Kathryn Swan
Statistics (October 1, 2021)

Master of Science
Matthew Adusei
Neuroscience (December 31, 2021)
Sara Ezatz Ali
Biophysics (August 31, 2021)
Gloria Asantewaa
Biochemistry (December 31, 2021)
Vivian Alexis Baker
Medical Pharmacology (October 1, 2021)
Jared N. Benjamin
Microbiology and Immunology (October 1, 2021)
Megan Amanda Bernsten
Medical Pharmacology (August 31, 2021)
Jamison Burchett
Geriatrics (December 31, 2021)
McKenzie Celee
Neuroscience (December 31, 2021)
Christopher Anthony
Chandros: Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Sharon Chang
Medical Humanities (December 31, 2021)
Chunmo Chen
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Kiana L. Chen
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Wesley Chiang
Biophysics (August 31, 2021)
Maura Ann Connorton
Pharmacology (December 31, 2021)
Ankit Dahal
Microbiology and Immunology (December 31, 2021)
Likhitha Dantu
Microbiology and Immunology (February 18, 2022)
David Delemos
Pharmacology (February 18, 2022)
Giulia Adele Dinicola
Medical Humanities (August 31, 2021)
Cameron Dobrotka
Microbiology and Immunology (March 31, 2022)
Michael Thomas DuHain
Neuroscience (December 31, 2021)
Richard F. Dunne
Clinical Investigation (August 31, 2021)
Katherine Escalera-Rivera
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Grace A. Farrell
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Kristina Fenn
Toxicology (December 31, 2021)
Johanna B. Fitzzinger
Neuroscience (December 31, 2021)
Anna Gao
Medical Humanities (December 31, 2021)
Winni Gao
Medical Pharmacology (December 31, 2021)
Kala Hardy
Microbiology and Immunology (August 31, 2021)
Sylviar L. Henderson
Medical Humanities (August 31, 2021)
Sarahalicia Hernandez
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Eric C. Hillpot
Biochemistry (December 31, 2021)
Molly Jean Hulver
Biochemistry (December 31, 2021)
Jordan Hurtibout
Immunology, Microbiology, and Virology (August 31, 2021)
Taylor Jones
Microbiology and Immunology (November 21, 2021)
Dennis Young Jung
Neuroscience (August 31, 2021)
Nolan G. Kears
Microbiology and Immunology (August 31, 2021)
Amber S. Kleckner
Biostatistics (October 1, 2021)
Courmey Nicole Lavery
Microbiology and Immunology (February 18, 2022)
Lin H.-D. Le
Neuroscience (August 31, 2021)
Chen Li
Pharmacology (December 31, 2021)
Alison Claire Livada
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Vania Lopez Ruiz
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Brannon McVeigh
Medical Humanities (August 31, 2021)
Bryan Frederick Meyer
Microbiology and Immunology (August 31, 2021)
John P. Miller
Biochemistry and Immunology (December 31, 2021)
Aghinat Mittal
Biophysics (August 31, 2021)
Sarah Elizabeth Morgan
Toxicology (December 31, 2021)
Julia Nicosia
Biochemistry (October 1, 2021)
Meghan Marie O’Neil
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Luda J. Pack
Genetics (December 31, 2021)
Yi Pan
Biochemistry (December 31, 2021)
Brandon Park
Genetics (October 1, 2021)
Allison S. Phillips
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Aslin James Poruthoor
Biophysics (August 31, 2021)
Juliana Kristine Postaro
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Sarah Pulinski
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Julia Emily Rabinovich
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Patrick M. Reagan
Clinical Investigation (October 1, 2021)
Emily Robinson
Biophysics (December 31, 2021)
Tyler Scherzi
Microbiology and Immunology (December 31, 2021)
Malcolo Shamenbo
Neuroscience (August 31, 2021)
Carlin Ashley Sharp
Neuroscience (February 18, 2022)
Yuhang Shi
Microbiology and Immunology (February 18, 2022)
Matthew Thomas Sipple
Pharmacology (December 31, 2021)
Kyla Smart
Medical Humanities (December 31, 2021)
Celia A. Soto
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Himal Subramanya
Medical Pharmacology (August 31, 2021)
Nicholas Ullman
Clinical Investigation (August 31, 2021)
Alesha Lynn Usuki
Neuroscience (February 18, 2022)
Tara Vrooman
Microbiology and Immunology (October 1, 2021)
Maria M. Wayne
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Chantelle Lehone White
Microbiology and Immunology (October 1, 2021)
Emily Katherine Whitt
Pathology (October 1, 2021)
Sicong Yang
Marriage and Family Therapy (August 31, 2021)
Haleigh R. Yaspan
Medical Humanities (December 31, 2021)
Chen Yu
Pathology (December 31, 2021)
Nan Zhao
Pharmacology (December 31, 2021)

Doctor of Medicine

Name followed by location of residency and specialty
Jonathan Barko
Case Western Reserve University/ Cleveland Medical Center–OH–Vascular Surgery
Michael-John Betre Date
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital–NY–Emergency Medicine
Boocon Julia Han
Stanford Health Care–CA–Surgery General
Laura Duclos Owlett
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital–NY–Child Neurology
Rehish Pali
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital–NY–Internal Medicine
Elizabeth Leah Gerber
Saia機
Mayo Clinic School of Graduate Medical Education–FL–Neurology
Colleen Louise Schneider
University of Colorado School of Medicine–Denver–CO–Pediatrics–Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Matthew Kneeland Tanner
University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals–WA–Internal Medicine

Doctor of Medicine with Distinction in Research and Distinction in Community Health
Name followed by location of residency and specialty
Anusha Amaravathi
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center–Medicine Education–PA–Internal Medicine
Alexandra Maria Buda
Baylor College of Medicine–Houston–TX–Surgery–General
Shreya Saxena
University of Southern California–CA–Medicine–Pediatrics
Veronica Git-Yee Yu
Swedish Medical Center–WA–Family Medicine
Doctor of Medicine with Distinction in Community Health

Name followed by location of residency and specialty

Shannon Smith Cleary
Massachusetts General Hospital-MA-Medicine-Pediatrics

Kevin Li
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Family Medicine

Amundan Sosso Mancho
Boston Children's Hospital-MA-Pediatrics

Jessica Kate Vasington Meyer
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Family Medicine

Rachel Kristina Moyer
David Grant Medical Center-CA-Family Medicine

Sara Elizabeth Peterson
Akron General Medical Center-OH-OB/GYN and Gynecology

Betsy Rojas
Thomas Jefferson University-PA-Emergency Medicine

Andrew David Stoner
Oregon Health & Science University-OR-Psychiatry

Rachel Irene Yull
Maine Medical Center-ME-Obstetrics and Gynecology

Doctor of Medicine

Name followed by location of residency and specialty

Nicholas Richard Ahern
University of Arizona College of Medicine-AZ-Family Medicine

Ahmar Alam
Stony Brook Teaching Hospitals-NY-Internal Medicine

Olga Alvarez-Lopez
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania-PA-Internal Medicine

Trisha Arora
University of Massachusetts Chan Medical School-MA-Internal Medicine

Chiamaka Azojini
Yale-New Haven Hospital-CT-Anesthesiology

Heidi Bai
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Med Center-NH-Medicine-Preliminary Dartmouth-Hitchcock Med Center-NH-Dermatology

Grace Elizabeth Benitez
Temple University Hospital-PA-Psychiatry

Rohun Bhagat
Cleveland Clinic-Foundation OH-Thoracic Surgery

Anuk Burli
Baylor College of Medicine-TX-Internal Medicine

Jessica Carmon
University of Rochester-TX-Surgery-Internal Medicine

Abbie McFarlan Chase
Boston University Medical Center-MA-Anesthesiology

Luke Alexander Czybulski
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Surgery-General

Adam Ross Davis
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Anesthesiology

Alexandra Olivia DeSousa
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania-PA-Internal Medicine

Omar El Charif
Yale-New Haven Hospital-CT-Internal Medicine

Calvin Henry Englert
Oregon Health & Science University-OR-Orthopaedic Surgery

Camill Erzane
Maine Medical Center-ME-Internal Medicine

Shamroz Farooq
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center-Medical Education-PA-Internal Medicine

Bishoy Ghobrial
Scrpps Mercy Hospital-San Diego-CA-Internal Medicine

Lauren Gochenour
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center-Medical Education-PA-Surgery-Preliminary

Emily Gore
Icahn School of Medicine/Mount Sinai Hospital-NY-Internal Medicine

Christian Talcott Griffin
Johns Hopkins/Bayview Medical Center-MD-Internal Medicine

Madeline Allen Hack
Oregon Health & Science University-OR-Surgery-General

Michael Amin Hafi
Sarah Hancock
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center-Medical Education-PA-Emergency Medicine

Bailey MacKenzie Harrison
Thomas Jefferson University-PA-Medicine-Primary Wills Eye Hospital Residency at Jefferson-PA-Ophthalmology

Patrick Murray Hebble
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Pediatrics

Cesar Andres Hernandez
Kaiser Permanente-CA-Pediatrics

Rachel Seelye Sage Hunt
Christ Hospital-OH-Family Medicine

Jinsol Hyun
Zucker School of Medicine-Northwell-NY-OB/GYN and Gynecology

Max Jason
University of Colorado School of Medicine-Denver-CO-Internal Medicine

Cindy Hongmi Jiao
Albany Medical Center-NY-Family Medicine

Talia Marie Johnson
Swedish Medical Center-WA-Family Medicine

Filip Koritysski
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Anesthesiology

Lauren Nicole Koskiewicz
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Anesthesiology

Joe Lewinter Kruger
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Surgery-General

Matthew Lambrych
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Emergency Medicine

Richard Daniel Lander
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Orthopaedic Surgery

Jolore L. Lauture
Icahn School of Medicine/Mount Sinai Hospital-NY-Emergency Medicine

Scott Christopher Levy
University of Michigan Hospitals-Ann Arbor-MI-General Surgery

Olivia Frances Pappano Lynch
Brigham & Women’s Hospital-MA-General Surgery

Catherine Lyndaker
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center-Ohio-Pediatrics

Gregory Matos
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Medicine-Preliminary University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Radiology-Diagnostic

Spencer Matson
Yale-New Haven Hospital-NY-Internal Medicine

Hannah N. Mbony
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia-PA-Pediatrics

Tiffany Luu Yu Mei
Tufts Medical Center-MA-Obstetrics and Gynecology

Steven Syao Meng
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Surgery-Preliminary University of Texas Southwestern Medical School-Dallas-TX-Interventional Radiology (Integrated)

Savannah Jane Morehouse
Abington Memorial Hospital-PA-Obstetrics and Gynecology

Clarianne Moscoso-Torres
Tufts Medical Center-MA-Psychiatry

Vivy Ngo
University of Texas at Austin Dell Medical School-TX-Pediatrics

Sai Vincent Nimmagadda
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Otolaryngology

Deidre O’Hanlon
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania-PA-Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

Amy Phan
Lee Porterfield
University of Rochester/Strong Memorial Hospital-NY-Primary Medicine

Ella Purington
University of Michigan Hospitals-Ann Arbor-MI-Emergency Medicine

Saqainsh Ravikumar
Zucker School of Medicine/Northwell Nursing-Internal Medicine

Christopher Jonle Yao
Icahn School of Medicine/Mount Sinai Hospital-NY-Internal Medicine

Kina Yu Zhou
Icahn School of Medicine/Mount Sinai Hospital-NY-Anesthesiology

Degree Candidates · School of Medicine and Dentistry

COMMENCEMENT 2022
Master of Science
Laura G. Aikens
Laurel M. Algage
Karina Anderson
Lisa Anstee
Christiana R. Anveck
Sara J. Bachmann
Bryana Baer
Tracy L. Balcom
Amber M. Baldwin
Robert C. Balme
Kelsey R. Barbero
Lindsay M. H. Batek
Amanda J. Battaglia
Marina T. Beach
Melanie D. Bobry
Christine T. Boerma
Brandi M. Brocious
Shelby A. Brown
Emily K. Bruckel
Margot E. Buschang
Katlin Bussy
Faith Carini-Graves
Justin C. Chaize
Stephanie Chalupa
Sharon McCalla-Smith
Megan N. McCarty
Dana McDeid
Jillian M. McKinney
Elizabeth A. McManus
Tia M. Miller
Ashley Taylor Milliken
Jenna K. Minges
Gina Marie G. Montanari
Kristine M. Dwyer
Taylor R. Montimerano-Schafer
Sarah S. Easton
Kristyn E. Eich
Devin R. Ellison
Brienne O’Lee En
Linzie Marie France
Sarah J. Friedman
Nicole Fuller
Deanne Z. Fuller
Judy A. Gierlach
Chelsea A. Gill
Marissa M. Giner
Samantha J. Goslin
Allison M. Graves
Michael J. Grazul
Victoria R. Green
Kaitlyn E. Gripp
Katelyn A. Grzibowski
Carlie S. Gutierrez
Brittany E. Habermas
Joshua R. Hagan
Courtney Ann Hallmark
Molly Winter Hanna
Kathryn M. Hathaway
Michelle A. Heidgerken
Dwight F. Hettler
Heather E. Jackson
Stacy D. Jackson
Abigail R. Johanson
Melissa Julian-Vullo
Shae C. Kailasy
DeCrisis Gingras Kelley
Raisa Y. Kennedy
Elias A. Laboy
Tina M. Lambert
Lee B. Lande
Jeffrey R. Lapennas
Elska Ladway
David A. Levine
Kevin H. Liu
Adam Vincent Edward Lock
Amanda M. Loitsch
Morgan L Longabaugh
Nicole E. Longo
Kimberly J. Maguda
Syed Mahmud
Shawn S. Masood
Tanya L. May
Kai Mbeke
Sharon McCalla-Smith
Megan N. McCarty
Dana McDeid
Jillian M. McKinney
Elizabeth A. McManus
Tia M. Miller
Ashley Taylor Milliken
Jenna K. Minges
Gina Marie G. Montanari
Taylor R. Montimerano-Schafer
Lauren R Murray
Lisa A. Newell
Allison L. Nickel
Shannon N. Nye
Jo’An A. Ochaya
Janifer Onyedika-Nwabunwanne
Lisa Anne Parker
Rachel A. Parker
Alexa M. Parvin
Emily Margaret Payton
Brittany R. Pease
Stacey M. Perrotta
Andrew J. Porter
Joshua Powers
Russell Ricardo Preston
Jenna L. Reynolds
Kristin A. Risci
Katherine E. Rich
Stephanie M. Richards
Seth Nathan Rosenblatt
Natalie A. Russo
Courtney N. Sander
Christina Rose SanFilipo

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Michele A. Baker
Danielle C. Calder
Patricia R. Mallaber

Degree Candidates · School of Nursing
Simon Business School

Degree Candidates

Master of Science

Beau W. Abar  
Medical Management

Amar Harish Abichandani  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Kazi Rafiul Ahsar  
Business Analytics

Abdul Ahed Adel  
Business Analytics (August 31, 2022)

Nikita Agrawal  
Business Analytics (August 31, 2022)

Afnan Ahmed  
Finance

Mundher S. Alaskari  
Business Analytics (August 31, 2022)

Elliott Allan  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Maheen Ansari  
Healthcare Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Nikita Agrawal  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Abdul Ahed Adeel  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Jiajian Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Guangda Chen  
Business Analytics (August 31, 2022)

Chang-Jui Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Anupam Choudhary  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Anupam Choudhary  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Yiling Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Heng Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Wenjie Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Min Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Bingxuan Gao  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Kevin Michael Dubartell  
Business Analytics (August 31, 2022)

Chinedu Emmanuel Ekwugha  
Finance (August 31, 2022)

Bridge T. Elison  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

George Walter Ellis, Jr.  
Accountancy (August 31, 2022)

Renwen Fan  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Xingjian Fang  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shurong Feng  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Tianci Feng  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Zhen Feng  
Business Analytics

Zhiping Feng  
Finance (August 31, 2022)

Matheus Fernandes De Holanda Nunes  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Ismail Olumwesina Folari  
Accountancy (December 31, 2022)

Dhwon Fu  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Longbo Fu  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Xinran Fu  
Marketing Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Xinwei Fu  
Finance

Yuxuan Fu  
Accountancy (December 31, 2022)

Ziheng Fu  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Jay Manoj Gandani  
Accountancy (December 31, 2022)

Vrushika Hiteshkumar Gandhi  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Rushika Hiteshkumar Gandhi  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Fortho C. G. Gandhi  
Accountancy (December 31, 2022)

Bingxuan Gao  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Jianxiang Gao  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Bingxuan Gao  
Accountancy (December 31, 2022)

Zijie Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Ziyue Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Kevin Mukesha Dedhia  
Finance

Zenik Tushar Dedhia  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Shiwei Deng  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Wenyong Deng  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Hao Dong  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Aditya Rashmikant Doshi  
Finance (December 31, 2022)

Jabin Du  
Marketing Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Jinyi Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Min Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Tianjing Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Wenjie Du  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Yuwei Duan  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Serge Dauphin  
Medical Management

Tianlang Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Tianlang Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)

Shujuan Chen  
Business Analytics (December 31, 2022)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Graduation Date(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiujin Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuehan Li</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yancheng Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanru Li</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanting Li</td>
<td>Business Research</td>
<td>(February 18, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiqi Li</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Li</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuwen Li</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zekun Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeya Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhifui Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuoyang Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayuan Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayu Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayi Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiyu Lin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuang Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayin Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chensia Lin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiyu Lin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuowei Lin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehe Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haotian Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayi Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayu Liu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayuan Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiechen Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingjing Liu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingtung Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kecan Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kexin Liu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meichen Liu</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengyang Liu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyao Liu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianzheng Liu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Lu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinan Liu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Lu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin Lu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhihui Li</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeya Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziyi Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yijia Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhe Liu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haotian Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haotian Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiju Liu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuyan Liu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Lu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreyas Mannur</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingqi Mao</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruohan Mao</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristian Camilo Marino</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anush Mehrabayan</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingwei Mei</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pankaja Nagesh Pinge</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma S. Poulin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhura Sunil Pradakshe</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genia Pressley</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji Qi</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengpeng Qian</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuanan Qian</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenhang Qin</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runhe Qin</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeqi Qiu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuemin Qiu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yimin Qiu</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yumin Qiu</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyi Ma</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingchu Ma</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyi Ouyang</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanting Ouyang</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siqi Pan</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urvashi Pandey</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanfini Vidy Patel</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Venkatreddy Patlola</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermamo Rodas de la Riva</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudene Ann Roye</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(August 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyang Ru</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuly Fernandez Rufasto</td>
<td>Reyna</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renan Alejandro Sabillon</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneha Samaveda</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiksha Mandhanyi</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Lu</td>
<td>Marketing Analytics</td>
<td>(December 31, 2022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Degree Candidates**

**Master of Science**

- Rariv Abozaid
  - Health Professions Education
- Brianna E. Ackerman
  - Inclusion Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
- Maxine Adams
  - Mental Health Counseling
- Fares Alshuraim
  - Health Professions Education (December 31, 2021)
- Daniel M. Ammon III
  - Adolescence Education in English (August 31, 2021)
- Monica Amorim da Silva Gusmão
  - Health Professions Education (August 31, 2021)
- Jacob Anderson
  - Health Professions Education
- Lara Olivia Andree
  - Childhood Education and Advanced Certificates in Reading and Literacies (birth-grade 6) and Urban Teaching and Leadership (August 31, 2021)
- Gina Anne Arcidiacono
  - Adolescence Education in English (August or October 2022)
- Jamil Ayarzun
  - Professional Study: Generalist (August 31, 2021)
- Mama Nhyira Owusu
  - Adwoa Aye-Addo Education Policy (August 31, 2021)
- Kaycelyn Louise Ayres
  - Education Policy (August 31, 2021)
- Emma Beach
  - Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development
- Sarah Louise Belanger
  - Adolescence Education in Biology and Advanced Certificate in Digitally-Rich Teaching in K-12 schools (August 31, 2021)
- John Bent
  - Mental Health Counseling
- Karen Eileen Bird
  - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Grades K-12

**Steven G. Bonanno**

1. **Adolescence Education in English**
2. **Professional Study: Middle Childhood and Adolescence Education (Social Studies) and Advanced Certificate in Reading and Literacies** (grades 5-12) (August or October 2022)
3. **Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development** (August 31, 2021)
4. **Whitney Kristine Coleman**
   - Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
5. **Michael Lee Bove**
   - Professional Study: Middle Childhood and Adolescence Education in Social Studies and Advanced Certificate in Reading and Literacies (grades 5-12) (August or October 2022)
6. **Jacee Danielle Bristol**
   - Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development (August 31, 2021)
7. **Molly A. Byrne**
   - Adolescence Education in English and Advanced Certificate in Adolescence Education (English extension to grades 5-6) (August 31, 2021)
8. **Devan J. Carter**
   - Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
9. **Dominique Suzanne Cesario**
   - Adolescence Education in English and Advanced Certificate in Inclusion Adolescence Education with English extension (February 18, 2022)
10. **Catalina Chávez**
    - Reading and Literacies (Grades 5-12)
11. **Lufei Chen**
    - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
12. **Yingyu Chen**
    - Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development
13. **Yuxuan Chen**
    - Early Childhood (August 31, 2021)
14. **Byungmoon Cho**
    - Adolescence Education in Chemistry and Advanced Certificate in Adolescence Education in Physics (February 18, 2022)
15. **Margaret A. Ciaccone**
    - Human Development with specialization in Early Childhood
16. **Nicole Cifra**
    - Health Professions Education
17. **Jenna M. Clement**
    - Childhood Education and Advanced Certificate in Inclusion Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
18. **Jeffrey Foley**
    - Adolescence Education in Social Studies and Advanced Certificate in Adolescence Education in Social Studies extension to grades 5-6 (October 1, 2021)
19. **Kristianus Erwin Gao**
    - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Advanced Certificate in Teacher Leadership (August or October 2022)
20. **Jeanette M. Corso**
    - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (October 1, 2021)
21. **Alena Ruth Geller**
    - Mental Health Counseling
22. **Erica Alexandra Gitas**
    - Professional Study: Middle Childhood and Adolescence Education (August 31, 2021)
23. **Meghan P. Dahlan**
    - Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development (December 31, 2021)
24. **Domeiri Altagracia**
    - González Mental Health Counseling
25. **Madison Dakota Granata**
    - Mental Health Counseling
26. **Jennifer Greenberg**
    - School Counseling with additional concentration in Disability and Advanced Certificate in Urban Teaching and Leadership (August 31, 2021)
27. **Natalia Gulius**
    - Education Policy (December 31, 2021)
28. **Mariya V. Gunda**
    - Adolescence Education in English
29. **Tong Guo**
    - Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)
30. **Mohamed Elshewy**
    - Health Professions Education (August 31, 2021)
31. **Jing Feng**
    - Early Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
32. **Estrella Yoselyn Fier†**
    - School Counseling (August 31, 2021)
33. **Kara Louise LaBarge**
    - Health Professions Education
34. **Katy T. Lazo**
    - Counseling with an additional concentration in Disability (August 31, 2021)
35. **Erin Kathleen Lee**
    - Educational Administration with specialization in Student Affairs and Academic and Career Advising (August 31, 2021)
36. **Yutong Li**
    - Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)
37. **Danielle Elizabeth Lia**
38. **Novera Nasar Khan**
    - Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)
39. **Rachel Malek Lintz**
    - Reading and Literacies (birth-grade 6) and Advanced Certificate in Reading and Literacies (grades 5-12) (August or October 2022)
40. **Jingyi Liu**
    - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Advanced Certificate in Online Teaching (August or October 2022)
41. **Lynn Cecilia Liu**
    - Health Professions Education (August 31, 2021)
42. **Amy Lopata**
    - Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development

---
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Lauren E. Lowin  
Adolescence Education in Biology and Advanced Certificates in Adolescence Education in General Science (grades 7–12), Adolescence Education in Chemistry, and Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools (August 31, 2022)

Yu Chen Lu  
Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)

Alexi Lukovich  
Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development (August or October 2022)

Kelly K. Maas  
Health Professions Education (August or October 2022)

Meaghan Magee  
School Leadership and Advanced Certificate in School District Leadership (August or October 2022)

Rachel Elizabeth Marciano  
Applied Behavior Analysis and Human Development (August or October 2022)

Nicholas P. Marino  
Online Teaching and Learning and Advanced Certificate in Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools (August or October 2022)

Kenneth Martin  
School Counseling (August or October 2022)

Shannon Lee Mattice  
Adolescence Education in Social Studies and Advanced Certificates in Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools and Urban Teaching and Leadership (August or October 2022)

Emily Marukatis  
Adolescence Education in Chemistry and Advanced Certificates in School Counseling in Biology, Adolescence Education in General Science (grades 7–12), and Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools (August or October 2022)

Jessica Mazur  
Education Policy (August 31, 2021)

Cecilia McCaffrey  

Sarah Elizabeth Allen McConnell  
Health Professions Education (August or October 2022)

Kelley McKee  
Human Development with BCBA coursework and Practicum (December 31, 2021)

Emily R. Norman  
Adolescence Education in English and Advanced Certificate in Adolescence Education in English (August or October 2022)

Caroline Marie Rau  
School Counseling with additional concentration in Disability (August or October 2022)

Katherine Tharrett  
Adolescence Education in Biology and Advanced Certificates in Adolescence Education in General Science (grades 7–12), Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools, and Inclusion Adolescence Education with Biology extension (August 31, 2021)

Joshua R. Wettzel  
Health Professions Education (August or October 2022)

Yahan Xie  
Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)

Yabin Yang  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Advanced Certificate in Program Evaluation (August 31, 2021)

Yutong Yang  
Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)

Ziyuan Yao  
Advanced Education in Mathematics and Advanced Certificates in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages in K–12 Schools and Digitally-Rich Teaching in K–12 Schools (August or October 2022)

Xinyan Yi  
Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)

Xinyuan (Tom) Yi  
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education Student Affairs and Advanced Certificate in Online Teaching (August 31, 2021)

Ayumi Yusa  
School Counseling with additional concentration in Diversity and Advanced Certificate in Urban Teaching and Leadership (August 31, 2021)

Jenni Ann Zakarin  
Childhood Education and Advanced Certificate in Inclusion Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)

Hao Zeng  
Mental Health Counseling (August or October 2022)

Ruxin Zhang  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Advanced Certificate in Program Evaluation (August 31, 2021)

Yuyi Zhu  
Human Development with specialization in Early Childhood Education (August 31, 2021)
Doctor of Education
Rodney Asse
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools (August 31, 2022)
Caterina Michelle Caiazza
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Brian L. Caldwell
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Brett Carnevale
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Daniel Alfredo Castillo
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education

Emily Ann Cohen
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Ashli Skura Dreher
Teaching and Curriculum (August 31, 2021)
Aaliyah El-Amin-Turner
Counseling and Human Development with specialization in Human Development
Brenna M. Farrell
Teaching and Curriculum
Amber M. Foster
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Andrea Marie Gilbert
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Lca Goldstein
Educational Administration
Elizabeth A. Grace
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Tokeya Cornell Graham
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Tamara E. Jones
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Julie Ann LaRosa
Counseling and Human Development with specialization in Human Development (August 31, 2021)
Joy Lent
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Christopher C. McConnell
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Erin Meehan-Fairben
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Ryan Elliot Messenger
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Sean Michael O’Donnell
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Enkela Paco
Teaching and Curriculum
Col Raimond
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
David James Ford Rocca
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Michael Thomas Rosario
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education

Thomastine Anne Sarcher-Maher
Teaching and Curriculum (December 31, 2021)
Lydia Marie Schadler
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Lisa F. Singletary
Teaching and Curriculum
Catharine Ganze Smith
Educational Administration with specialization in Higher Education
Lorna Sherri LaCeesha Washington
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Laura Ann Hock Wink
Educational Administration with specialization in K–12 Schools
Ruiqing Yu
Counseling and Human Development with specialization in Counseling (August 31, 2021)
Daniel T. Zdanowski
Educational Administration
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Interim Provost
Michael Andrews
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